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Cotillion
•
expansion
Includes
Calloway
Speeded be !Ise Ledger
CHARLOTTE, N.C. - The
National League of Junior
Cotillionsn"(N1JC), a program
of etiquette, character education, and social dance training
for middle and junior high
school students, has announced
plans to establish its National
program in Calloway County.
Anne Colvin Winters, NIJC
national director, said,"We will
be selecting a director for a
local chapter who will receive
complete training and an exclusive territory for expansion."
The organization currently
has directors operating hundreds of chapters in 37 states.
Winters aded,'This program is
making a positive impact on
students across the nation and
we are delighted to know the
more young people in this area
will have the opportunity for
this vital training."The program
currently has active chapters
statewide.
The purpose of the NLJC program is to give students instruction and practice in the cowl,sins that make life more pleasant for them and those around
them. Students actively learn
courtesies through a creative
method employing-seloliapisig,-.4.
skits, and games. Standard ball-

MSU nets'bed
it Shiny Maggio
MSU Public Relations
MURRAY,Ky.- Murray State
University (MSU) recently
received recognition from
Forbes magazine as one of
"America's Best Colleges." In
its second year of rankings,
Forbes looks at both public and
private colleges and universities
throughout the nation. Murray
State has appeared among the

top colleges, scoring above any
other Kentucky public universities on the list both years.
Additionally, Murray State
was noted in the Forbes rankings
for its quality programs and
affordability/value by being designated one of the in the top 100
"America's Best College Buys."
MSU is the only Kentucky public school included as a "Best
Buy."

"For maey studests. the price and the Virginia
of a school is as Important a fac- Institute.
Oilier recent rankings entitod
tor in deciding Awe to go as its
quality. Knowing where re can by the university include its **get the most quality far each ignition as a "Military Rini*
tuition dollar spent helps those School" by al. lobs magmlike.
shopping on a budget. That is According to magazine officirds,
the goal of this year's Vest *Ay the list honors the top l5 pt
Rulking."Pates eaters moth& of schools that are doing the
Other "Best College Buys" most to embrace America's vetselected by Forbes iodide The erans as students. Murray Stale
Citadel, Clemson, Texas lisch has a history of promoting big*

in so nearby Poi
area, which has aecolt
allied with the opening of the
MSU-Hopkinsvilk
campusi
With the expansion of other
Murray
intej
campuses
Madisonville, Henderson and
Paducah, as well as the main
cempus in Murray, veterans
have options on where they
111 Soo Page 2A

M-CC ;
drug free
program
funded
or TON IIIMIRY
Staff
County.
Merray-CalloWay
Alliance for Substance Abuse
Prevention has been awarded
$190,000 to continue their fight:
against drug, alcohol, tobacco?

inhalants and other substance::
abuse for another year.
S. Oil Ketiikowske, directo

otnoe or

orilis *bite Home
Hatband Drug C001101 Policy;
.
nnuted CC-ASAP one of 56S
receive past et$60 millie. in outlook* holli ftiE,

mist Nast
its they
work to prevent and reduce
youth substance use.
"We fully understand the

200-10.rat

•See Pogo 2A

aYstit Leidelatadoer Thaw
A NEW LOOK:The site of old Lae Clerk College is now empty after the structure was demolished during the summer months.
-1

important role local leaders play
in preventing and reducing
youth substance use within
communities," Kerlikowske

said, "Sebum= abuse issues
are best pnivemed and reduced

at the local'mot and that le why
the Drug-Free Commatities
Support Program is an vital. It
leverages the stmegths of local
communities by increasing
sion 391, or by e-mailing neighborhood participation,

Nominations accepted for MSU Regents
Seat vacant
alter Taylor's
resignation
Tim

TONNIWN

Staff Report
The Governor's Office is now
accepting nominations for the
Murray Stale University Board

reversed'a 21-year-old opinion
ly vacated by Judge Jeff Taylor. stating that it was not a conflict hollis.rosensteinOky.gov.
Thyler tented in hie letter of of idStrest for sitting judges to Applications, must healignedon last Priday after it serve on universities' governing by the close of the business day
became apparent that the bomb. He announced lits resig- on Sept. 2. Individuals who have
Kentucky Swims Overt would nation earlier this iweak.
already applied dining the curApplications may bisragnested
not soon meet Nth sepia to
review a recent opinion by the from the Guanines Mee of rent administration will muslin
state's
Judicial
Mimi Beards and Comminiene by under consideration, a press
Committee. The opinion ceiling (502) 564-241, man- release said.

of Regents Seat that was recent-

encouraging dialogue and
formeiag attention on Mainz
chastise's lives."
Dottie Kraemer. program
meow for CC-ASAP, said the
money will be used to focus on
reducing ell substance abuse.
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New Playhouse comedy
centers around funeral
IlAWKINS'MAIMS
Staff Writer

Although people might not
nation 70 pen:rent.
think of death and
normally
night.. Mostly
Thursday
a winning combinaas
comedy
cloudy. Showers and thunderPlayhouse in the
new
the
tion,
a
storms in the evening—Then
chance of showers and thunder- Park production defies that perstorms Mir midnight. Lows In ception.
Of course, the death in
the upper 00e. West winds 5 to
10 mph. Chance of precipitation "Dearly Departed," written by
David Bonen and Jessie Jones,
80 percent.
Friday...Mostly sunny. Highs is really just a catalyst for bringin the lower 90s. West winds 5 ing together a large family of
Southern eccentrics for the
to 10 mph.
Friday night.. Mostly clear. funeral. After Bud Turpin dies at
Lows around 80. Northwest the breakfast table one morning,
winds 5 to 10 mph.
his wife, Raynelle, has to call
sunny. the rest of the Turpin family
Saturday...Partly
Highs in the upper 70s. together. Pretty soon, the famiNorthwest winds 5 to 10 mph.
ly's other problems - including
sibling rivalry, misbehaving
children and suspected infidelity

- begin to overshadow the
solemn occasion.
Director Stacey Smith said she
saw a production of the show at
the Kentucky Repettary Theatre
in Horse Cave, Ky. about four
years ago and thought it was
hilarious. She had wanted to do
a local version of the show ever
since. She said when the cast of
10 had its first mad-through,
everyone spent the whole time
laughing hysterically. She said
part of the reason it's so funny is

that no matter bow ridiculous
the plot gets, it still feels quite
real and is easy for people to
ream to.

"All of us say we recognize
the characters as people we

111 See Page 2A
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GRANO OPENING: Shoppers and employees line up for the grand opening of Goody's in thio
Shoppes of Murray on US 011. A ribbon cutting was held that just missed rain that move
through the area this morning. Following the opening ceremony, the store opened for bust:
noes. Originally, the store was to be named Peebles, but Stage Stores, Inc. bought the
Goody's name and chose to use it for the location instead.
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Officials report traffic
accident this morning
• 1"giet

HAWKINS TEM:WM/after & Times
Lisa Cope and Jeff Miller perform a scene from the comedy, "Dearly Departed," which premieres Friday at Playhouse in the Park.

III Playhouse ...

II Rankings ...

From Front

From Front

know or people in our family,"
'Smith said.
'Smith said the cast has really
taken to the material and that
,cach of them are absolutely perfect for the parts they are play-Mg. Most of the cast are
Playhouse veterans, with many
having appeared in several past
'shows. A few of them have also
directed shows before.
"I was lucky that they were all
.pretty seasoned and really knew

what they were doing," she said.
The cast includes Kaye
Scarbrough, Jeff Miller, Lisa
Cope, Matt Adams, Jessica
Norwood, Lori Powell, Adam
Miller, Terry Little, Holly
Bloodworth, Haley Howland
and Brian O'Neill.
Show times will be at 7 p.m.
Friday and Saturday and at 2:30
p.m. Sunday and will continue
at the same times next weekend.
For tickets, visit www.playllsouseinthepait.net or call 7591752.

attend MSU.
GetEducated.com
ranked
Murray State among its -Top 50
Best Buys in Online Business
Schools" for its B.S. in Business
and B.S. in Telecommunications
Systems Management distance
learning degree programs.
GetEducated.com, a consumer
advocacy group, ranks and rates
the best online college degrees
for cost and credibility.

Kin of victims: Release of terrorist 'sickening'
MOUNT LAUREL, N.J.(AP)
,--- Relatives of Americans
killed when Pan Am Flight 103
was blown up over Lockerbie,
Scotland nearly 21 years ago are
L,condemning Scotland for rcleas,ing the one man convicted in the
.;bombing.
"I think it's appalling, disgust...Mg and so sickening I can hard-.1y find words to describe it,"
said Susan Cohen of Cape May
Court House, N.J., whose 20.car-old daughter • Theodora
.-died in the attack.
Abdel Baset al-Megrahi was
•
•feleased Thursday after serving

eight years of a life sentence in a
Scottish prison. Scottish officials said the former Libyan
intelligence officer's prostate
cancer was advancing and that
they were bound by Scottish
values to release him. He was
recently given only months to
live.
The bombing turned the families of some of the 270 victims
activiats who became
deeply versed in terrorism policy and international relations.
From the beginning, many
were bitter that neither the
United States nor other nations

spoke out more strongly about
the attack, although the White
House on Thursday said
Scotland should not have
released him.
Cohen said it was because
world leaders wanted to appease
Libyan
leader
Moanunar
Gadhafi because acceu to his
nation's oil is so important. The
Tunes of London repotted that
al-Megrahi was to return to
Libya in Ciadhafi's jet.
• Ilse result; she said, is that the
attack is not recognized the way
it should be.

Stan Illsport
A Dexter woman was taken
to Murrray-Calloway County
Hospital after being injured in a
traffic collision early this morning.
According to the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department,
Amber R. Jones, 22, of Dexter
was driving south on State Line
Road toward Murray-Paris
Road when she went off the left
shoulder of the road at approximately 12:59 a.m. Thursday.
After traveling along the side,
she struck a concrete bridge pillar head-on.
Jones was located by a passing driver who stopped to
check on her. Once emergency
personnel arrived, they had to
extricate her from the vehicle.
She was then taken by EMS to
the MCCH emergency room,
where she was reportedly treated for severe injuries to her left
leg. The Sheriff's Department
and EMS were assisted by
Calloway County Fireand
Rescue and the Murray Fire
Department rescue team.

Beshear appoints CA
for 2nd Judicial Circuk
FRANKFORT, Ky. (Aug.
19, 2009) -- Kentucky Gov.
Steve Beshear has appointed
Daniel
Y.
Boaz
as
Commonwealth's Attorney for
the 2nd Judicial Circuit of
Kentucky.
Boaz has most recently
served as the McCracken
County Attorney. He received
his Juris Doctor from Salmon
P. Chase College of Law and
his bachelor's degree from
Murray State University. He
and his wife, Heidi, reside in
Paducah.
The appointment fills the
vacancy created by the resignation
of
Timothy
Ion
Kaltenbach. Boaz shill serve
until the general election on
Nov. 2, 1010.

•Cotillion

•••

From Front
room and line dancing is taught
using nationally approved top
40 music.
In addition to the usual courtesies connected with dancing and
etiquette, character instruction
is also provided regarding the
following:
honor, respect,
ethics, sportsmanship, acknowledgments of gifts, behavior at
cultural and civic events, correspondence, inter-action in
groups, introductions, paying
and receiving compliments,
receiving lines, table manners,
instructional dinners, electronic
etiquette. cell phone courtesy,
and many other areas of social
conduct.
The program, with headquarters in Charlotte, N.C., was
established in 1979 and has
licensed local cotillions nationwide. The cotillion includes

monthly classes plus a Holly
Ball and Spring Ball. and
instructional three, five, and
seven course dinners. Says
Winters, -The program has met
with equal success in metropolitan areas including Atlanta,
Orlando, Minneapolis, Houston.
and

in

small communities

across the country. We believe
it will be an important addition
to the training of young people
in this area."
Applications or nominations
for cotillion director are currently being received. For additional information call 1-800-6337947, or visitwww.nljc.com"
www.nljc.com, or e-mail cotilIionsOP nljc.com.

II Program funded ...
private civic organizations.
Drug Free Communities oper"We will be receiving
ates in partnership with the
$125,000 from the Drug Free
Communities grant which is Substance Abuse Mental Health
focused on reducing all sub- Services Administration The
stance abuse, $50,000 from the DFC program provides coaliStop Act grant which funds tion matching grants of up to
efforts to reduce underage $625,000 over five years to
drinking and finally, $15,600 community organizations that
from Kentucky Agency for facilitate civic participation
in
Substance Abuse Policy which
local drug prevention efforts.
is primarily focused on educaCoalitions across Kentucky
tion about the benefits of smoke
and
the nation are comprised of
free
community
leaders, parents,
environments and other strategies to reduce substance abuse youth, teachers, religious and
in our community," Kraemer fraternal organizations, health
said.
care and business professionals,
Members of CC-ASAP law
enforcement and the media.
include officials of Murray
As a DFC continuation
Police Department, Calloway
County Sheriff's Department, grantee, CC-ASAP is within a
Murray State University and five-year cycle having successMurray State Police, Murray- fully met the statutory eligibiliCalloway County Hospital, ty, program and fiscal requireFour Rivers Behavioral Health, ments needed to receive funds.
Calloway County Board of
For more information conHealth,
Murray-Calloway cerning
the
Drug
Free
pospital,Murrtay.
,copu1y
'Communities program, go
Independent and Calloway
County school 'iystents, the -online to www.ondcp.govidfc.
elificiWay-rOun61 tliCnil and For more information about
go
District court system, many area CC-ASAP
to
churches and various public and www.ccasap.com.

From Front
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CIA hired contractors to kill top-level al-Qaida
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aropolulanta,
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Lance Begaye, 24, Murray, died Wednesday, Aug. 19, 2009, at
10:52 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Imes-Miller funeral Home is in charge of arrangements. Online
condolences may be made at www.imesmiller.com.

Mrs. Wien Mario Futrell
NASHVILLE, Tenn. - Mrs. Vivian Marie Futrell, 54, died
Tuesday, Aug. 18, 2009.
She was a retired newborn intensive care nurse at Metro General
Hospital and Centennial Medical Center. Preceding her in death
were her mother, Vivian M. King; stepfather, Charles A. King; and
her father, Nervy Van Fossen.
Survivors include her husband, Danny W. Futrell, formerly of
Murray, Ky.; three children, Christopher V. Futrell, Mary Katherine
Futrell and Elizabeth Grace Futrell, all of Nashville; two brothers,
Michael J. Van Fossen and wife, JoAnn, Annapolis, Md.,and Steven
L. Van Fossen and wife, Pamela, Columbus, Ohio; one sister, Carol
York, Riverdale, Calif.; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Friday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Marshall
Donnelly Combs Funeral Home, Nashville. Fr. Roger Allen and Bro.
Bill Moore will officiate. Burial will follow in the Woodlawn
Memorial Gardens. Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to
8 p.m. today (Thursday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to The Lupus Foundation
of America. 4004 Hillsboro Pk., Nashville,TN 37215 or VSA Artists
with Disabilities, 1210 Lake Rise P1., Gallatin, TN 37066.

William Edward Bel Jr.

WASHINGTON(AP) The
CIA hired private contractors at
Blackwater USA in 2004 as part
of• secret program to kill toplevel members of al-Qaicia, The
New York limes reported.
The
newspaper, citing
unidentified current and former
government officials, said the
CIA spent several million dollars on the program, with
Blackwater executives helping
with planning, training and surveillance.
The program did not capture
or kill any terrorists suspects,
the limes said in a report posted
on its Web site late Wednesday.
The officials told the newspa..
per that the CIA's use of an outside company for the program
was a major reason that CIA
Director Leon Panetta informed
Congress in June that the agency
had withheld details of the program for seven years.
The House Intelligence

Committee said last month it
will investigate whether the CIA
broke the law by not informing
Congress promptly about the
secret program.
Blackwater. a North Carolina
company now known as Xe
Services, has come under heavy
criticism for its alleged role in a
September 2007 shooting in
Baghdad's Nisoor Square that
left 17 Iraqi civilians dead.
It was unclear whether the
CIA had planned to use the contractors to capture or kill alQaida operatives or just to help
with training and surveillance.
Government officials said
bringing outsiders into a program with lethal authority raised
deep concerns about accountability in covert operations, the
limes reported.
Officials said the CIA did not
have a formal contract with
Blackwater for this program but
instead had individual agree-

The funeral for William Edward Bell Jr. will be Friday at 1 p.m.
in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. Rev. Hal
Barrow will officiate. Pallbearers will be Donnie
Bell, Owen Anderson, Owen Norsworthy, Eddie
WASHINGTON (AP) - with Philadelphia-based radio
Newberry, Joe McKendree, Bob and Marty Futrell President Barack Obama is still talk show host
Michael
and Doug Shields. Burial will follow in the Hicks talking compromise on a com- Smerconish, who will broadcast
Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral home from prehensive health care bill to from
the White
House.
4 to 7 p.m. today (Thursday). Online condolences may be made at extend coverage to nearly 50
Smerconish is generally seen as
www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
million Americans who lack it a conservative, although he
Mr. Bell Jr., 87, New Concord, died Tuesday, Aug. 18, 2009, at and contain rising costs. endorsed Obama last year and
4:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Privately, Democrats are prepar- supports abortion rights.
An Army veteran of World War II, he was a retired machine oper- ing a one-party push, which they
Vice President Joe Biden was
ator and a member of Blood River Baptist Church. Preceding him in feel is all but inevitable.
meeting with health care profesdeath were one sister, Lucille Williams, and one niece, Renee
Marna urged religious lead- sionals in Chicago on Thursday
Servatt. Born Oct. 18, 1921, in Paducah, he was the son of the late ers Wednesday to back his pro- to push the administration's proWilliam Edward Bell Sr. and Arizona Climer Bell.
posals, arguing that health cov- posals. He also planned to
Survivors include his wife, Mildred Geneva Bishop Bell, to erage for Americans is a "core announce nearly $1.2 billion in
whom he was married April 12, 1947; three sons, Jerry Bell, New ethical and moral obligation." grants to help hospitals transiConcord, Donald Ray Bell and wife, Gloria, Hamburg, Mich., and He prepared for a pep talk to a tion to electronic medical
Wayne Bell and wife, Kathy, Lincoln Park, Mich.; three grandchil- much larger audience of liberal records. Health and Human
dren, Donald William. Elizabeth and Adam Bell; several nieces and activists, whose enthusiasm is in Services Secretary Kathleen
nephews; three sisters-in-law; one brother-in-law.
question. Polls continued to Sebelius was to join him.
show slippage in support for the
Former presidential candiDwight Timmons
president's approach, although date Mitt Romney said that
The funeral for Dwight Timmons will be Friday at 11 a.m. in the Americans expressed even less Obama is struggling to get a
chapel of Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield. Pallbearers will be Kyle confidence in Republicans' han- health care bill because he has
and Nicholas Carden, Dylan Wallace, and Rick, Pat dling of health care.
been too deferential to the liberThe administration said it al wing of his party. Romney,
and Dutchie Tinunons. Burial will be at a later date at
Highland Park Cemetery, Mayfield. Visitation will be still hopes for a bipartisan break- who may challenge Obama in
through on its goals of expand- 2012, said on CBS's "Inc Early
at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Thursday).
Mr. Timmons, 82, Mayfield, died Monday, Aug. ing health coverage, controlling Show" that "if the president
17, 2009, at 10 a.m. at Parkview Nursing & Rehab costs and increasing competition wants to get something done, he
Center. One son, Tim Timmons, and his parents, Charley and Lena among insurers. In private, how- needs to put aside the extreme
ever, top Democrats said a liberal wing of his party."
Wynn Timmons, all preceded him in death.
Some
Democrats
said
A Navy veteran of World War 11, he was a member of First bipartisan accord seems less
Baptist Church, Mayfield. He was the owner of Dwight's Shoes for likely than ever when Congress Democratic researchers have
concluded lately that a strongmany years in Mayfield, Paducah and Murray and owner of world reconvenes next month.
Obama was to promote his arm tactic on Senate health care
champion walking horse, "Jubilee Dancer."
Survivors include his wife, Lanetta Joyce Angel Timmons; one plans today in a conference call legislation that would negate the
daughter, Kathy Carden and husband, Mike, Orlando, Fla.; two step- and online address to supporters need for any GOP votes might
sons, Dr. Richard Wallace and wife, Denise, Winfield, Kan., and that could draw huge numbers of be more effective than previousDavid Wallace and wife, Debbie, Leesburg, Fla.; one stepdaughter, listeners. He also was to speak ly thought.
Sharon Holmes and husband, Rudy, Paducah; one brother, Jimmy
Timmons and wife, Glenda, Paducah; three grandchildren; three
nephews.
WASHINGTON (AP)- An an overwhelming incentive for
agreement by a major Swiss virtually every one of those
bank to disclose the identities of account holders to come forthousands of Americans sus- ward," said Peter Zeidenberg, a
pected of hiding assets has U.S. litigation partner at the law firm
tax advisers bracing for a stam- DLA Piper in Washington. "If
pede of wealthy tax dodgers there had been a steady stream,
RICHMOND, Va. (AP) - tax on cigarettes went up 62 looking to come clean.
there is now going to be an
Something unusual is cropping cents to $1.01 a pack.
The U.S. and Switzerland absolute flood."
Large tax increases were also finalized
up alongside the tomatoes, eggan
The agreement is part of the
agreement
plant and okra in Scott Byars' imposed on other tobacco prod- Wednesday in which the Internal Obama
administration's
• vegetable garden - the ele- ucts, and tobacco companies Revenue Service will receive stepped-up efforts to go after
phantine leaves of 30 tobacco upped prices even more to com- details on 4,450 UBS AG wealthy tax dodgers hiding
pensate for lost sales.
:plants.
accounts suspected of holding assets in offshore accounts, an
Some seed suppliers have undeclared
. Driven largely by ever-rising
assets
from initiative that promises to yield
tobacco prices, he's among a reported a tenfold increase in American customers.
many more prosecutions, IRS
• growing number of smokers that sales as some of the country's
The agreement pierces Commissioner Doug Shulman
have turned to their green 43.3 million smokers look for a Switzerland's famed tradition of said.
thumbs to cultivate tobacco cheaper way to get their nicotine banking secrecy, and is expected
UBS has an estimated 52,000
plants to blend their own ciga- fix in a down economy. to prod thousands more UBS accounts held by U.S. cusrettes, cigars and chew. Byars Cigarettes cost an average of clients in America to voluntarily tomers. The IRS chief said the
normally pays $5 for a five-pack $4.35 a pack, home growers can disclose their financial details to 4,450 accounts being identified
of cigars and $3 for a tin of make that amount for about 30 the IRS, lest they be pursued were the ones most suspected of
cents.
snuff; the seed cost him $9.
later. "What this does is creates containing undeclared assets.
It's the latest do-it-yourself
"I want to get to where I
don't have to go to the store and movement as others repair their
; buy tobacco, but I'll just be able own cars, swap used clothes and
;to supply my own from one year cancel yard work services to
save money.
: to the next," Byars said.
"Cigarette smokers say,
In urban lots and on rural
' acres, smokers and smokeless 'Yeah, we're going to die of can1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murray, KY 42071-1040
tobacco users are planting cer, but do we have to die of
Phone (270) 753-1916• Fax (270) 753-1927
; Virginia Gold, Goose Creek poverty as well?" said Jack
Mon. - Fri. 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.• Closed Sat. & Sun.
• Red, Yellow Twist Bud and Basharan, who operates The
dozens of other tobacco vari- Tobacco Seed Co. Ltd. in Essex,
England. Virtually all of his
eties.
Alice Rouse, Publisher
arousetivmurrayledger.coni
Although most people still increased tobacco seed sales
Greg Travis, F:ditor
editor4Pmurrayleolger.coni
buy from big tobacco, the move- have been in the U.S., he said.
Chris Woodall. Advertising Mgr.
ailmlionturrayledger.com
ment took off in April when the

ments with top company offi- ately answered.
cials, including the founder. Enk
Republicans who had bete
D. Prince.
supporters of the Bush adminir
Blackwater's work on the tration's interrogation and othgr
program ended years before war-on-terror tactics have disPanetta took over the agency missed the controversy as mud'
after senior CIA officials ques- ado about little, suggesting it
tioned the wisdom of using out- was an attempt by Democrats
siders in a targeted killing pro- provide political cover to Hour
gram. the Times said.
Speaker Nancy Pelosi, D-Calite,
The newspaper said Paul who has accused the CIA ttif
Gimigliano, a CIA spokesman, lying to her in 2002 about its u;e
declined to provide details about of waterboarding, or simulatio
the canceled program, but he drowning. which many people.
said Panetta's decision on the including President Barack
assassination program was °barna, consider torture.
•
"clear and straightforward."
Pelosi has said the House add
"Director Panetta thought Senate intelligence coinmittecs
this effort should be briefed to should "take whatever actiorts
Congress, and he did so," the they believe are necessary to gilt
newspaper quoted Gimigliano more information on the subas saying."He also knew it had- ject." including whether former
n't been successful, so he ended Vice President Dick Cheney
it." Phone calls and e-mails late played a direct role in proposing
Wednesday to intelligence offi- the secret program and withcials seeking comment on the holding information from
Times report were not immedi- Congress.

Democrats to push health care bill without GOP
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The strategy, called "reconciliation," allows senators to get
around a bill-killing filibuster
without mustering the 60 votes
usually needed. Democrats control 60 of the Senate's 100 seats,
but some moderate Senate
Democrats have expressed
reservations
about
the
Democratic-backed health care
overhaul plan.
And two of their members -Robert Byrd of West Virginia
and Edward Kennedy of
Massachusetts - are seriously
ill and often absent. Kennedy
sent a letter Tuesday to
Massachusetts leaders asking
that they change state law to
allow someone to be quickly
appointed to his seat in
Congress "should a vacancy
occur."
While always contentious,
reconciliation lets the Senate
pass some measures with a simple majority vote. Non-budgetrelated items can be challenged,
however, and some lawmakers
say reconciliation would knock
so many provisions from
Obiuna's health care plan that
the result would be "Swiss
cheese."
Democratic aides say they
increasingly believe those warnings are overblown.
On Wednesday, Jim Manley,
spokesman for Senate Majority

Leader Harry Reid, D-Nev.,
warned Republicans that reconciliation is a real option. The
White House and Senate
Democratic leaders still prefer a
bipartisan bill, he said, but
"patience is not unlimited and
we are determined to get something done this year by any legislative means necessary."
In a conference call with liberal
religious
leaders
Wednesday, Obama disputed
claims that Democratic bills
would create government "death
panels" for the elderly, offer
health care for illegal immigrants or fund abortions.
"I know that there's been a
lot of misinformation in this
debate and there are a some
folks out there who arc, frankly,
bearing false witness," Obama
said. "I need you to spread the
facts and speak the truth."
Administration officials and
congressional Democrats were
deeply discouraged this week
when key Republican lawmakers seemed more critical than
ever about various Democraticdrafted health care bills pending
in the House and Senate. They
said they still hope Senate
Finance Committee efforts to
craft a bipartisan compromise
can succeed, although private
remarks were more pessimistic.

Wealthy U.S. tax dodgers expected to come clean

Tired of high tobacco prices,
:smokers growing their own

Many of the rest are held by
people who have complied with
the law and paid their taxes,
Shulman said.
The IRS long has had a policy that certain tax evaders who
come forward before they are
contacted by the agency usually
can avoid jail time as long as
they agree to pay back taxes,
interest and hefty penalties.
In March, the IRS began a
six-month amnesty program that
sweetened the offer with
reduced penalties for people
with undeclared assets. Shulman
said the response has been
unprecedented, though he
declined to say how many people have applied. Tax advisers at
several U.S. firms said they

%t1

already are seeing many more
customers with , undeclared
assets seeking information aboin
their legal options.
It is not illegal for Americas
to have overseas accounts, bin
they must pay U.S. taxes on the
money. Also, there are special
reporting requirements for
accounts of more than $10,000.
Robert
McKenzie, :a
Chicago-based lawyer who represents dozens of American
clients of Swiss banks, said
some will still try to avoid tbe
taxman.
"Some will say. 'Let's wilit
and see if I get a letter." said
McKenzie. However, he salt',
waiting too long "is really playing a game with the devil." 7:
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Poll: Most Americans say
Afghan war not worth it
WASHINGTON (AP)- A
majority of Americans say the
war in Afghanistan is not worth
fighting, according to a poll
released on the eve of that
nation's elections.
An ABC News-Washington
Post poll found 51 percent who
said the war was not worth fighting, while 47 percent said it was
worth it.
Only a quarter in the poll
favored sending more U.S.
troops to Afghanistan while
almost twice as many would like
to see the number of troops
decreased. At the beginning of

this year, people were slightly
more inclined to say the number
of troops should be increased
than decreased.
Three years ago the U.S. had
about
20,000 troops in
Afghanistan. There are expected
to be about 68,000 by year's
end. By a 2-1 margin, the poll
found that people doubted
today's election in Afghanistan
will produce an effective government. The voting to choose a
new president comes at a time
when the nation is struggling
with an armed insurgency, drugs
and corruption.
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Playful City USA Celebration
will be at Central Park Saturday

0
c3nyayemen/

Murray will celebrate being designated a
Playful City USA on Saturday from 9 a.m. to.
3 p.m. at Central Park. Planned activities:
include an obstacle course, temporary skate- *.
board park,disc golf demonstrations and les-.
sons, geocacbing, straw rockets, bubbles,
water games,sidewalk art, and H.O.RS.E.S.
All park facilities such as the climbing wall.
will be available.
Events will be free, with the exception of
swimming
which will be at a reduced cost of
Jo's
81. Hot dogs and drinks will be provided
Datobook from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. The celebration will
By Jo Burkeen begin at 9 a.m. with a ribbon cutting and
Community
presentation. Children of all ages are encourEditor
aged to come to the park and play that day.

04

Glory Bound Entertainment Friday
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment will continue its program:
Friday at 7 p.m. at Goshen United Methodist Church,located on Ky.'
121 North at Stella. Featured groups will be The Simple Tradition
and J.B. Taylor and Taylor Family. Items for Need Line will be
received. This program will be on first and third Fridays of the
month. For more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee
Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666.

H.

Cystic Fibrosis event Saturday
A 5K Run/Walk to benefit the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation will be
Saturday starting at 7 a.m. at Murray State University Quad. Race.
Day registration will begin at 6 a.m. Registration fee is $10 for MSU
students and $15 for all other runners/walkers. For more information call 809-2277.

Holland and Dix

Redden and White

Stephen and Lynda Holland announce the approaching marriage
of their daughter, Susan Christine Holland, to Dustin Grey Dix,
nephew of Tim and Tonya Dix of Almo and son of Phillip Dix and
the late Sandra Richmond.
The wedding vows will be said on Saturday, Aug. 29, 2009, at 6
p.m. at South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church, Hazel.
A reception will follow the ceremony.
All relatives and friends are invited.

Randy and Melia Redden of Murray announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter, Whitney Kay Redden,
to Zachary Ryan White, son of Lori and Eugene Barnett of Murray
and Bryan and Leslie White of Hazel.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Lois Lancaster and the
late Joe Lancaster and Mary Alice Redden and the late Bill Redden,
all of Murray.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Wanda Osbron and the late
Jerry Pat Osbron of Murray and John and Oneida White of Hazel,
and the great-grandson of Mary E. Warren of Murray and Beauton
Osbron of Hazel.
Miss Redden,a 2006 graduate of Calloway County High School,
is a 2009 graduate of West Kentucky Community and Technical
College. She is employed as a nurse at Jackson Purchase Medical
Center, Mayfield.
Mr. White, a 2007 graduate of Calloway County High School, is
employed as parts manager of PTL of Murray.
The wedding will be Saturday, Sept. 12, 2009, at 6 p.m. at Grace
Baptist Church, Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited.

.Z./r/S.nnouncerne.n/s
Knox Adam Tabers
Mr. and Mrs. Ricky Tabers of Almo are the parents of a son,
Knox Adam Tabers, born on Tuesday, Aug. I 1, 2009, at 6:39 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 8 pounds 3 ounces and measured 211/2 inches. The mother is the former Alicia Stubblefield. A brother is Josh
Seavers and a sister is Sara Darnell.
Grandparents are Eddie and Carolyn Stubblefield of Hazel, and
Robert and Nancy Tabers of Kirskey.
Great-grandmothers are Corrine Walker of Kirksey and Wanda
Parker of Murray.

Emma Jenay Van Rooy
Mr. and Mrs. Jason Van Rooy
of 256 Charley Miller Rd.,
Almo, are the parents of a
daughter, Emma Jenay Van
Rooy, born on Wednesday, July
22, 2009, at 1:39 p.m. at
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
The baby weighed 8 pounds 3
ounces and measured 18 1/2
inches. The mother is the former
Chelsea Stephenson.
Grandparents are Kristy
Briggs of Dexter, Mike
Stephenson of Murray and
Frank and Linda Van Rooy of
Murray.
Great-grandparents are Violet
Pauly of Elm'. N.Y., George
and Jenny Clark of Dexter and
Dean Stephenson of Murray.

Emma Jassy Van Rooy

Cheerleaders plan promotion

Quilting Masters exhibited at
The National Quilt Museum
PADUCAH, Ky. — Brilliantly colored contemporary art quilts
representing years of artistic development and exploration are now
on exhibit at The National Quilt Museum during Masters: Art
Quilts, through Nov. 10, 2009.
Curated by the Studio Art Quilt Associates, Masters: Art Quilts
honors the milestones this field has surpassed. While many artists
have been influential in the development of the art quilt, this sweeping survey is limited to the outstanding contemporary masters from
around the world.
A selection from thirty-nine of these top masters is exhibited at
The National Quilt Museum with sponsorship from the AT&T Real
Yellow Pages. Labels with each quilt discuss the artist's thoughts
about the themes they explore allowing a deeper understanding of
their art.
A book is available featuring up to a dozen quilts by each artist to
show their work in great depth. SAQA is a nonprofit resource and
advocacy membership organization. For more information, visit
SAQA.com.
Designated as The National Quilt Museum of the United States,
this non-profit institution is located in downtown Paducah, KY. The
museum is open year-round Monday-Saturday, 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
CST and also open on Sunday 1-5 p.m. from April - October. The
facility is ADA compliant. Visit the exhibits and events calendar at
NationalQuiltMuseum.org.

Calloway County High School Cheerleaders will have Flapjack
Fundraiser on Saturday from 8 to II a.m. at Applebee's, 816 North
12th St., Murray. Tickets are $5 each and see any CCHS cheerleader
for tickets. For information e-mail tressa.ross@murraystate.edu.

HWY.641 N. • MURRAY
Z 753-1725
— 1-800-472-8852
www.rollingh.com

Summer Sevin s

Reformers'group will meet
Reformers' Unanimous, a faith based addictions program, will
meet every Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The
public is invited. Child care is provided. For more information or for
a ride call the church office at 753-1834.

Shrine Bingo on Friday
Murray Shrine Club Bingo will be Friday at 6:30 p.m. at the club.
building on Ky. 121 North, Murray. The public is invited.

ly

Cheer Clinic on Saturday
Murray High School Cheerleaders will hold their annual Lil,
Tiger Cheer Clinic on Saturday from 9 a.m. to noon in the MHS
gym. There will be a review day, awards, and T-shirts given on
Thursday, Aug. 27, from 3 to 4:30 p.m. The cost for this event will,
be $30 for each participant. On Friday, Aug. 28, the participants will,
have the chance to perform with the MHS cheerleaders at half-time,
of the football game.

The 2009 Calloway County High School Football Team;
Cheerleaders, Band, Dance Team and Volleyball Team and
Calloway County Middle School Football and Cheerleaders wit'
kick off the season with the annual Meet the Lakers tonig
(Thursday) at 6:30 p.m. at Jack Rose Stadium. Hamburgers and ho4
dogs will be served. Tickets for parents and other guests will be $5:
The Touchdown Club will be selling memberships, T-shirts and
other Laker merchandise. The public is invited.

Stroke/Brain Injury Group to meet

.•
'

Murray Stroke/Brain Injury Support Group will meet today
(Thursday) at 5:30 p.m. in the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Center for Health and Wellness classrooms. The program oil
"Seizures After Stroke and Brain Injury" will be presented by Dr:
Jimmy Couch, neurologist. For information call Cheryl Crouch at
762-1557.

VFW Post will meet tonight

•
Post 6291 of Veterans of Foreign Wars will hold a special meet;
ing tonight(Thursday) at 7 p.m. at the National Guard Armory, Ky;
121 North. For more information contact James Daniels, command;
er at 753-0049. All members are urged to attend.
.•

Saturday, August 22nd • 2-4 p.m.

564 Wiswell Road West MLS #50972
$1000 Cash to Buyer at closing 3 or 4 bedroom custom built .
home. Hostess: Betty Banks 270-293-3736. Owner wants offer! .

Sincerely, Diane Jackson
- A Cut Above Mobile Pet Grooming

e

Full Service Grooming at Your Curb
Competitively Priced • Air C'onditioned/Heated Van
Wami Water Bathing • Using All Natural Products
114 Yearn Expenerke • Multiple Pet Discount
Senior
('iti7en I)iscount • Satisfaction Guaranteed
4

www.yourmobilegroomer.com

By Appt: 270-978-2872
M-F 7am-7 pm,Sat.9 am-1 pm
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Meet the Lakers is tonight

The time has come for me to branch out on my own
again. 1 want to thank youfor allowing me to groom your
pet for the last two years at Westside. 1 have chosen to
continue what 1 love and what 1 have donefor the past 19
years. and that is Mobile Pet Grooming. Ifeel that mobile
grooming provides the ultimate in pet care, allowingfor a
stress-free environment for _your pet and myself 1 would
he honored to continue providing quality grooming service at your home or business in my professional grooming
van. For detailed information, you can visit my website
at: wwwyourmobilegroomercom, or contact me at (270)
978-2872 to schedule an appointment. Open M-F. 7-7;
Sat. 9-/.
Again, thank you and 1 hope to see you again soon.
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Calloway County High School Laker Band will have a Car Wash
on Saturday from 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. at Office Depot and Sirloni
Stockade. Donations will be appreciated.

To My Valued Customers:

,
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Laker Band 'plans event
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1870 Angdia - Saratoga I - MLS #50477
custom built home. Hostess: Barbara Barnett
270-293-9372. Owner wants offer!

3 or 4 bedroom

Presented By:

Barnett-Rearty
and Consuitintl, L.LC
1022 Oaks Country Club Rd., Murray, KY 42071
270-293-9372 • www.Barnett-Realty.com
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Class members attending the Hazel High School Class of 1949 reunion were, from left, seated, Joe Elkins, Max Brandon, standing, Anna Steely Coleman, Imogene Farris Vick, Norma
Parks Tumbow, Fay Foster Sanders and Jean Vaughan Johnston.

Hazel High School Class of
1949 holds special reunion
The 1949 graduating class of
Hazel High School held special
events for its 60-year reunion.
The celebration began on
Friday evening, June 19, with
dinner at Tom's Grill. Joe Elkins
presented each lady with a red
rose, a symbol of the class
flower. Later the the group was
served dessert at the home of
Anna Coleman.
The group spent time remi-

niscing about the school days
and remembering deceased class
members: Freda White Davis,
Irvin
Shrader,
JoEva
Weatherford
McDouglas,
Violette Vick Bennett, Dr. Billy
Hurt and Carlynn Sanders.
A brunch was held on
Satuday morning. June 20, at the
home of Jean Johnston.
The festivites came to a close
on Saturday night with the

PAINTING
ESSENTIALS

group attending the Hazel
School Alumni Banquet.
Class members attending
were Fay Foster Sanders,
Lexington,
Norma
Parks
Tumbow, Louisville. Joe Elkins.
Puryear. Tenn., Imogene Farris
Vick and husband, Charles,
Scottsville, and Max Brandon
and wife, Barbara, Anna Steely
Coleman and Jean Vaughan
Johnston. all of Murray.

Discount taken at register.

Rated

p.m., Monday through Friday, to
see the selection. The office is
clmed between 1 to 2 p.m.
This service goes hand-inhand with other American
Cancer
Society
programs
offered for women who have
been diagnosed with cancer. The
American Cancer Society Look
Good.. Feel Better program is
designed to help women who
are undergoing cancer treatment
overcome • appearance-related
sida•effects.• Reach. to Recovery
is another American Cancer
Society program that connects
breast cancer survivors with
those who are recently diag-

74.r 4w;

BEST BUY
bye lauding consumer =pine.

Olympic Premium
Interior Flat and
Semigloss Paints

Free wigs, hats, scarves add
to support for cancer patients
PADUCAH, Ky
- The
American Cancer Society offers
a variety of support programs
and cancer information for those
who have been diagnosed with
cancer. In addition, the local
American Cancer Society office
in Paducah also has a selection
of various gift items on hand
free of charge for those currently battling the disease.
A variety of free wigs, turbans, breast prostheses, prosthetic bvas, hats and scarves are. •
available at the Paducah office
for cancer patients. Patients can
Visit the office at 3140 Parisa
Dr., between 8:30 a.m. and 4:30

valid II/20/09 8/24/130. Sea store for details.
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nosed to provide information
and one-on-one support.
Cancer patients who are
interested in learning more
about the gift items available at
the American Cancer Society's
Paducah office or local programs and service can call (270)
444-0384. Additional cancer
information is also available 24
hours a day, seven days a week
by calling 1-800-227-2345 or
online at cancer.org.
lhe , Atatrioan,• CapcFr
f
.
Society s the tiation Witie, tommunity-based, voluntary health
organization dedicated to eliminating cancer.
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Including mops, brooms and accessories
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CC What a pleasure to be a part of a banking family where
customers are treated like neighbors instead of numbers. I ieritage Bank
has such a long and respected history in this community. I'm truly
thrilled to work with such terrific people as those at Heritage Bank.
And Fm particularly looking forward to

working with you!"

Discount taken at
register. Offer valid
8/20/09 - 8/24/09.
See store for details.

—JIMMY DAN HICKS, MARKET PRESIDENT
OF HERITAGE BANK IN CALLOWAY COUNTY
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Details on our nobles and services: Prices may vary after 8/24/00 If there are marker variations. See
store for details regarding product warranties. We reserve the flght to Nmit quantities. While Lowe's strives
to he accurate, unintentional errors may occur. We reserve the
to correct any error. Prices and
promotions apply to US locations only, and we available while supplies lest. Ci 2009 by Lowe's'. All nights
reserved. Lowe's' and the gable design we registered trademarks of LELLC.(6502)
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Programs team up
for POINT mission
Special to Res Ledger
MURRAY. Ky. - Murray State
University's
Program
of
Distinction
in
Telecommunications
Management, Computer Science
and Information Systems and the
Regional
Business
and

Murray Police to watch
for drunk drivers
Ma t Report
The
Murray
Police
Department will be participating in the "Drunk Driving:
Over the Limit" national
mobilisation campaign. The
department will increase its
efforts to deter and enforce the
drunk driving laws of the state.
The mobilization will last from
Aug. 21 to Sept. 7, at which
time officers will conduct
checkpoints at 12 different
parts of the city. These checkpoints will target driving under
the influence, as well as other
violations.

Innovation Center are teaming up
to create the Professional
Organization of Information and
Network Technologies (POINT).
The mission is to introduce and
share knowledge in the high-tech
fields of software development
and information technology,
while providing environments for
professionals to network on a regular basis.
Meetings are held every month
in centralized locations to assist
Weary leaders in sharing information. The meetings are held on
the second Tuesday of each
month, rotating between locations in Murray, Paducah and
Hopkinsville. The first meeting
will be held on Tuesday, Sept. 8,
at 6 p.m. at the Big Apple Café in
Murray.
There is no registration or
membership fee, but individuals
interested in participating in the
event are asked to register for the
event.
For more infonnationcall (270)
I 809-3501 or visit www.murraystate.edu/rbic/point.
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Our Elected Officials
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
361ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)

U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
2411 Raybum House Office Bldg.
www.house.gov/whitfield

Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-225-3115

offering $2,(XX) signing bonuses to new female employees and
$1,000 bonuses to employees who refer a female applicant.

Kentucky

News in Brief

Number of women in state office up in Ky.

Dispute over uranium cylinder damage settled
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP)— The company that operates Paducah
Gaseous Diffusion Plant has settled a dispute with the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission over concealed damage to a
valve on an empty uranium cylinder.
The NRC confirmed the settlement, along with two others with
USEC Inc., in letters Aug. 13. The Paducah Sun reports that
USEC requested mediation in each case and that NRC as a result
said it wouldn't propose a civil penalty, issue a notice of violation
or take other enforcement action.
The newspaper says the Paducah dispute involved employees
who falsified records and concealed damage to the valve on a
cylinder that they were moving in January 2008. The Sun says
USEC severely disciplined two operators and a trainee for initially
concealing and later telling a manager about the cylinder damage.

Army investigates fatal belcopter cntsh
LEADVILLE,Colo.(AP)— The Army is investigating the
crash of a Special Operations helicopter on Colorado's secondhighest mountain that killed two people, injured one and left
another missing.
Investigators say the Black Hawk helicopter from Fort
Campbell, Ky., was on a training exercise Wednesday when it
crashed about 4(X)feet from the summit of 14,421-foot Mount
Massive.
Lt. Col. John Clearwater of the Special Operations Command at
Fort Bragg, N.C., declined to say Thursday whether the missing
person had been found.
He wouldn't comment on the search but said an investigation is
under way.
The Lake County, Colo., Sheriff's Department says the injured
person was flown to a Denver hospital. That person's condition
wasn't immediately known.
No names were released.

Federal inmate to serve 45 more years
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — A federal prisoner who was formerly
held at the U.S. Penitentiary Big Sandy will serve anther prison
term after stabbings.
The Lexington Herald-Leader reported Eric Eymaird was sentenced on Tuesday to 45 years in prison and that sentence will
begin after he completes a current term that ends in 2028.
Eymard admitted that he repeatedly stabbed his cellmale in the
neck with a prison-made weapon in November 2007 and slashed
the faces of two corrections officers as he was being prepared for
transport to federal court in Ashland.
Eymard is now being housed at U.S. Prison Lee in Jonesville,
Va.

Ky. to keep woman prisoners at Otter Creek
U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
www.jim_bunning0bunning.senate.gov
1-202-224-4343

State Sen. Ken Winters(R-Murray)
Legislative Offices, Capitol Annex
1-800-372-7181

Frankfort, Ky. 40601

State Rep. Melvin Henley(D-Murray)
Room 329J, Capitol Annex
e-mail: melvin.henleyelrc.ky.gov

Frankfort, Ky. 40601
1-800-372-7181

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— Kentucky officials say more than
400 female inmates will remain at an eastern Kentucky privately
owned prison after the operator promised to make safety improvements.
Kentucky State Police will soon present another case alleging
inmate sexual abuse by a guard and there have been other such
cases in past years.
Otter Creek Correctional Center is operated by Nashville, Tenn.based Corrections Corporation of America.
The Lexington Herald-Leader quoted Jennifer Brislin, a spokeswoman for the Kentucky Justice and Public Safety Cabinet, who
said the state will keep its inmates at Otter Creek, partly because
of limited alternatives.
CCA is trying to recruit more female guards. The company is

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A new report released by Kentucky
Secretary of State Trey Grayson says the number of Kentucky
women in elected office is increasing.
But according to the report released Wednesday, the state still
trails most of the country.
The report says women made gains throughout government,
including the Kentucky legislature and the judiciary.
According to the Center for Amencan Women in Politics.
Kentucky ranks 45th in the country for number of women serving
in the stare legislature. Kentucky was ranked 49th two years ago.
The report can be found online at www.sos.ky.gov.

Gov. to kick off anti-drunken driving campaign
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Gov. Steve Beshear will be kicking
off the Kentucky's annual drunken-driving crackdown at an event
in Louisville on Thursday.
Beshear will join officials from the Kentucky Office of Highway
Safety and Louisville police at the state fair for the start of the
"Over The Limit, Under Arrest" campaign that runs from Friday
through Sept. 7. The event is set for 3:30 p.m. EDT.
The Office of Highway Safety will demonstrate a simulator that
gives people a feel for what it's like to drive under the influence
of drugs or alcohol.

WA faces budget pressure from spill, pensions
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.(AP) — The financial impact of the massive coal ash spill in Tennessee will soon be known to Tennessee
Valley Authority ratepayers.
TVA directors are meeting in Knoxville on Thursday to consider
a 2010 budget taking effect in October.
Officials at the nation's largest public utility refused to provide
details before the meeting.
But Chief Financial Officer Kim Greene said last month that
rates will likely have to absorb new costs.
Those include $1 billion for the Kingston ash spill cleanup, $1.7
billion for new court-ordered pollution controls and another $1
billion for the TVA pension fund to offset stock market losses.
Pensioners still are facing proposed cuts in cost-of-living increases.
Last year, TVA raised rates by 20 percent. But that was mostly in
fuel adjustment charges that have been removed.

Louisville police arrest 14 in sex crime sting
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— An Internet sting operation has led
to more than a dozen arrests by Louisville Police.
Major Joe Richardson of the Louisville Metro Police
Department's Major Crimes Unit said 14 men from Indiana and
Kentucky were arrested after advances toward what the men
believed were 13- to 15-year-old girls.
Operation Bulldog Two was coordinated with the Kentucky
State Police and took place from early to mid-August.
Richardson said some of the men brought items including condoms and marijuana when they showed up.
Police say one of the men arrested was scheduled to begin orientation as a Jefferson County school bus driver the day after he was
arrested.
Police also arrested eight during the first Operation Bulldog in
April.
Richardson said the arrests prove that law enforcement still has a
lot of work to do.
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FEAR THIS FACE
AUSTEN LANE (ABOVE) IS THE LATEST MEMBER OF
THE RACERS TO EARN NATION AL RECOGNITION AS A
DEFENSIVE DEMON. HIS DESTRUCTIVE AND
DEMORALIZING DISRUPTION KEEPS OFFENSIVE
COORDINATORS UP VERY LATE AT NIGHT, LEAVING
THIS FACE ONE OF THE LAST THOUGHTS BEFORE
THEY SLIP OFF TO SLEEP.

PHOTO BY MICHAEL DANN STAFF
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DERRICK TOWNSEL
The 2009 Consensus Draft Services Honorable Mention Preseason All-American as well as 2009 Preseason All-OVC wide
receiver will enter his senior season after three straight 100-yard receiving games last year. His 11 catches for 199 yards against
Tennessee Tech last year was the fourth highest single-game yardage in school history. Townsel's speed on the outside as well
as his catch-me-if-you-can mentality on returning kicks makes Townsel a nightmare for defensive coaches.

GAME CHANGERS
Local fans should not be disappointed with the star power that awaits
them on Friday nights or on Saturday. Murray continues to mass produce
star after star each year. This year is no different. Look for your team's
preview to check out other players who might make an impact this fall.

1

TYRRELL
WILLIS
The 253-pound
power back played
the best football of
his life during
Calloway County's
2008 run through
the Class 4A playoffs and has offers
on the table from
Louisville and
Memphis. He is
capable of carrying
the Lakers on
offense and is
undoubtedly one of
the hardest hitters
on the defense,
where he can play
any position.

KYSER LOUGH / L&T FILE PHOTO

MATT DEESE
Murray's bruiser in the backfield was
slowed down by injury during the 2008
season, but showed flashes of brilliance
when he was healthy. The perfect candidate to plow through defenses
behind the Tigers' two 300-pound tackles, Deese could be primed for a breakthnnigh season in 2009.

MICHAEL DANN / L&T FILE PHOTO

MARCUS HARRIS
Harris joins Townsel as a Consensus Draft Services Honorable Mention
Preseason All-American. As a sophomore last season, the 6-foot-1, 185
pound wide receiver started all 12 games and finished the season with 61
L
ima
receptions for 652 yards and six touchdowns. He led the Racers in receptions
and was second in yards. There's no doubt that with Harris and Townsel
lined up on the outside, turfs are going to be scorched this season.
MICHAEL DANN / I RT FILE PHOTO
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alone atop 4A west
Muhlenberg consolidation shrinks district to three
Ity TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
a tree falls in the forest and
no one is there to hear it, does
it make a sound?
By that same token, if Muhlenberg North suddenly disappears from Class 4A's 1st District, does anyone notice?
Despite the Stars' ultimately futile
attempts to be competitive with the district's big three, the school's abrupt consolidation with its cross-county rival sent
ripples through the district during the
winter.
The district's other three members
were sent scrambling to replace Muhlenberg North on their schedules, and
for a while, it looked as if Calloway
County would be stuck with a nine-game
slate in 2009.
Fortunately, all three schools were able
to find eleventh-hour replacements and
will play full 10-game slates. The only
lingering effects the Stars' absence will
have on the district will be felt in the
playoffs, as the three-team 1st District
matches up with a five-team 2nd District.
So, other than a few formalities, the
2009 season will be business as usual
in the 1st District as Calloway, Lone
Oak and Hopkins County Central engage
in a three-way battle for supremacy.
It's a fight that has lost a bit of luster from last season's epic title race, in
which all three schools fielded talented,
senior-dominated squads.
The season finished just as it began,
in a three-way tie atop the standings,
each team sitting at 2-1. The three games
between them were all decided by a
touchdown or less.
Things could be just as close this season. but most signs are pointing to a
two-horse race. All three teams suffered
significant losses, but the holes Hopkins
County Central must fill appear much
deeper than Calloway's and Lone Oak's.
The Storm graduated 13 seniors off
last year's squad that finished third in

Coach: Jack Haskins
Last season: 10-2 overall; 2-1 in Class 4A,
District 1
Key players: Jack
Coons (Jr.; K/OT/LB);
Jordan Ludovissie (Sr.;
OT/DT); Matt Starks (Sr.;
RB/LB); Chayton
Thacker (Sr.; RB/LB)
Outlook: For the first
time since realignment.
Lone Oak won't have a
Division I prospect at
quarterback on which to
lean. Corey Robinson
and Jamarielle Brown
were both record-setters,
but both have moved on
to Troy and Western
Kentucky, respectively,
leaving Lone Oak to
enter the district race as
underdogs for the first
time in Class 4A. The
Flash do have talent,
however, and will have
their Oct. 9 game against
Calloway County, which

should decide the district
title, circled. The Flash
may stray from Haskins'
pass happy attack this
season, however, in
order to better match
their personnel. The
quarterback job is contested, but the Flash
have capable running
backs returning in Starks
and Thacker.
Top candidates for the
quarterback job are senior Cameron Looper and
sophomore Tyler
Presnell.
Schedule:
BALLARD MEM.
A21
at Reidland
A28
MARSHALL CO.
S4
LEX. CATHOLIC
S11
S18
CALDWELL CO.
at Graves Co.
S25
GREEN CO.
02
at Calloway Co.
09
016 at Hop. Co. Cent.
at Heath
030

HOPKINS CO. CENTRAL
STORM
MLT file photo
(ABOVE) Hopkins County Central wide receiver and defensive back
Lucas Duncan, seen here attempting to bring down Calloway's George
Garner, Is one of few returnees for a Storm team that lost 13 seniors.
(BELOW)Lone Oak linebacker Chayton Thacker putsues Tyrrell Willis in
a game last season. The two rivals square off Oct. 9 at Jack D. Rose.
the tiebreaker and bowed out in the first
round of the playoffs. They'll also have
to replace longtime head coach Rick
Snodgrass, who retired at the end of the
season.
Lone Oak's most significant loss was
at quarterback, as Jamarielle Brown will
suit up for Western Kentucky this fall.
For the first time in several seasons, the
Flash will not have a highly-recruited
playinaker at the quarterback position on
which to lean.
Calloway also loses a record-breaking
quarterback and the two most prolific
wide receivers in school history. But with
See 4A, 9B
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Coach: Zach Hibbs
Last season: 7-4 overall; 2-1 in Class 4A, 1st
District
Key players: Nikee
Caldwell (Sr.; WR/DB);
Lucas Duncan (Sr.;
WR/DB); Anthony Quails
(Sr.; RB/DE)
Outlook: All three teams
in Class 4A's 1st District
will miss 2008's talented
senior classes, but none
more so than Hopkins
County Central. The
Storm lost every skill
player from a successful
2008 campaign in which
they drew the third spot
in a tiebreaker for the
district title, then went on
the road and lost to
Franklin-Simpson in the

first round of the playoffs. Longtime head
coach Rick Snodgrass
called it quits at the end
of the season, meaning
the Storm will not only
debut many first-time
starters, but a new coach
as well.
Hopkins Central should
be improved on the
offensive line.
Schedule:
A28
CALDWELL CO.
S4
at Crittenden Co.
S11
at Trigg Co.
S18
BOONVILLE (IN)
S25
BARDSTOWN
02
at Mad. N. Hop.
09
WEBSTER CO.
LONE OAK
016
023 at Calloway Co.
030
UNION CO.
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Great Season!
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CLASS 2A,DISTRICT 1

CALDWELL COUNTY
TIGERS

Coach: David Barnes
Last season: 7-4 overall; 2-2 in 2A District 1
Key players: Brandon
Sigler (Jr.; RB/LB); Tron
Gray (Sr.; RB/LB)
Outlook: The Tigers will
be a different team without three-year QB Will
Barnes, but Sigler and

Parity rules far west
in Class 2A

Gray provide experience
in the running game. On
defense, Caldwell is
strong up front and weak
in the secondary. Depth
IS in short supply.
Dates to watch: vs.
Calloway Co.(Aug. 21);
vs. Trigg Co.(Oct. 2); at
Murray (Oct. 16)

HEATH
PIRATES

Murray earns preseason nod from coaches
By TOMMY DILLARD

Coach: Cory Tilford
Last season: 2-9 overall; 1-3 in 2A District 1
Key players: Ira Tharp
(Sr.; QB/S); Austin Sibley
(Sr.; WA)
Outlook: With leading
rusher Jacob Lynn
declared academically
ineligible, even more of

the weight will fall to
Tharp. Even so, Heath
returns nearly everyone.
A fast secondary will be
the hallmark of the
defense.
Dates to watch: vs.
Reidland (Sept. 25); vs.
Murray (Oct. 23); vs.
Lone Oak (Oct. 30)

REIDLAND
GREYHOUNDS
Coach: Jon Hedges
Last season: 1-9 overall; 1-3 in 2A District 1
Key players: Steven
Watwood (Sr.; RB/LB);
Carlos Rayburn (Jr.;
RB/S)
Outlook: Hedges must
rebuild Reidland and
must do it fast. He says

he isn't thinking about
consolidation, which will
happen sometime in the
next 3-4 years. His primary focus has been
changing the culture.
Dates to watch: vs.
Lone Oak (Aug. 28); at
Heath (Sept. 25); at
Murray (Oct. 2)

TRIGG COUNTY
WILDCATS
Coach: Shannon
Burcham
Last season: 6-6 overall; 4-0 in 2A District 1
Key players: Robby
Shearon (Sr.; C), Dillon
Cionko (Sr.; DE)
Outlook: Graduation
gutted the Wildcats at
the skill positions, but
Trigg does return seven
starters on defense.

Burcham believes the
passing game can
become a strength
behind new QB Andrew
Stewart and an athletic
bunch of receivers. The
backfield will be all new
and may need time.
Dates to watch: vs.
Calloway Co.(Sept. 4);
vs. Murray (Sept. 25); at
Caldwell Co.(Oct. 2)

Sports Writer
henever Steve Duncan hears his Murray team crowned
preseason favorite
in Class 2A's 1st
District,
his
response is generally one of bewilderment.
"I don't know where that's coming
from," exclaims the second-year Tiger
head coach. "I was shocked. We've got
big goals and dreams, but there are a
lot of good teams out there. Our district is real even."
Parity does seem to be the name of
the game on the west side of the state
in Class 2A this season.
Perennial favorite Trigg County was
gutted by graduations and transfers, leaving the district up for grabs among themselves, Caldwell County and Murray.
both of whom return plenty of talent.
Heath, which returns practically its
entire team, could get in on the action
this season behind senior quarterback
and playmaker Tra Tharp.
Though Reidland doesn't seem to have
the horses to challenge for a title, the
Greyhounds could play spoiler under
first-year head coach Jon Hedges.
All of that makes for one of the tightest districts in the area, says Trigg coach
Shannon Burcham.
"There's a lot of parity,- said Burcham, whose Wildcats finished 4-0 in
the district last season before falling to
Owensboro Catholic in the second round
of the playoffs.
"I think whoever can build the most
momentum over the span of the outof-district schedule is going to have a
leg up."
While Murray and Caldwell both return
plenty of talent, the Tigers are stacked
on the offensive line and at running
back, the bread-and-butter positions of
Duncan's wishbone offense.
Caldwell, on the other hand, will have
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to replace three-year quarterback Will
Barnes, who had mastered the Tigers' Tony
Franklin spread system.
It's for that reason that Reidland's
Hedges doesn't hesitate to put the firstplace target on the back of Murray. his
alma mater.
"Murray's probably the top dog right
now," said Hedges, who played at Western Kentucky. "Trigg and Caldwell are
always going to be good. though. and
Heath has some nice athletes."
Trigg graduated a class of seniors
Burcham called the most gifted he'd
seen in some time. The Wildcats of yes•See 2A, 98

You value
teamwork..
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MLT tile photos

(ABOVE)Trigg County wide receiver and defensive back Mitch Rogers(7)
will be one of a new cast of Wildcats that will need to step up in lieu of a
talented cast of graduated seniors this season.
(BELOW) Running back Brandon Sigler will be a key component of the
Caldwell County offense this season.
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Sure, you know some folks
always "look out for number one,"
but doesn't it really feel better when
you're working together as part of
a team? In the game of life, it's good
to know you have strong members on
your team, like the professionals at
The Murray Bank.
Our knowledgeable staff will assist
you in scoring points financially, by
helping you make wise decisions.

The Murray Bank and you —
now that's a winning team!

Member FDIC

16" Unlimited Toppings 16" 3 With Unlimited Toppings
$1100

$24°°

The value of teamwork!
405 South 12'h Street * 7(K) North 12t'' Street * 270-753-5626

Baldis Grill

24 Hour Account Info 1-877-965-11=

Online Banking - www.themurraybank.com

We'll honor any pizza coupon.
Church groups receive 20% discount on Sundays & Wednesdays

Open Daily 11 a.m.-1 a.m. • 817 Coldwater Rd.

(270) 762-0442
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OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE

Balancing Act
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Following ale a look at the top statistical return
ers thus season based on their pioduction during
the 2008 season
iCurrent year of eligibility indicated ill parenthe
ses1

Parity plays
role of
frontrunner
in OVC
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
p arity has become a part of a lot
of athletics — pro. college, even
prep.
But a true testament to balance could be found in the Ohio
Valley Conference this season.
When the preseason polls were
released, it was one of the most
balanced votes in the history of preseason
OVC balloting (five different teams got at least
one first-place vote).
After Eastern Kentucky picked up 10 firstplace votes and 105 points, second place and
fifth place were separated by just 31 points.
The No. 2 team, UT Martin, and the No. 5
team, Murray State, are squeezed in between
Eastern Illinois (3) and Tennessee State (4).
It doesn't just stop there.
At nearly every position in the conference
this season, players are stacked on top of each
other in terms of averages and statistics.
Cade Thompson leads the class of quarterbacks and the UT Martin senior was named
Preseason Offensive Player of the Year. Fellow
()Bs Ryan Perrilloux (JSU), Bodie Reeder (EIU),
Jeff Ehrhardt (MSU) and Lee Sweeney (TTU)
all threw for at least 1.6(X)-plus yards last year
and only Sweeney was in single digits in terms
of touchdowns thrown with nine.
Eastern Kentucky senior C.J. Walker leads
an impressive rinning back unit that includes
Murray State's Charlie Jordan, Brandyn Young
of UTM and Ryan White of Austin Peay. All
rushed for 500-plus yards, but Young led all
backs with 12 touchdowns.
Walter Peoples, of Southeast Missouri State,
leads the way at wide receiver. But Mal's
talented tandem of Derrick Townsel and Marcus Harris will make the Racers a legitimate
threat on the outside.
Taylor Lanigan returns to Murray State as
a senior and led all OVC defenders last year
with 104 tackles. He is followed closely by

a

OVC
RETURNING
STATISTICAL
LEADERS

Passing
Cade Thompson UTM
Ryan Perrilloux JSU
Rothe Reeder Eli)
Jeff Ehrhardt MUR
lee Sweeney TTU

Att./Comp Yds TD/Int.
190 328 2680 24 14
187 297 2318 19/13
177/282 1931 137
169/266 1885 11 8
160 267 1644 9 1 I
Att.
147
143
118
139

Yds. TO.
706
7
702
12
600 3
534

Rec.
68
66
65
61
53

Yds. TD's
782 10
894
12
903 6
652 6
667 3

Rushing
C J Walker EKU
Brandyn Young UTM
Ryan White APSU
Charlie Jordan MUR
Receiving
Tim Benford TTU
Mike Hicks UTM
Walter Peoples SEMO
Marcus Harris MUR
Derrick Townsel MUR

AT
70
51
60
49
42

UT
Tackles
34
Taylor Lanigan MUR
Alexander Henderson JSU 52
42
Daniel Becker APSU
42
Tamar Butler MIJR
46
Josh Bey UTM iJr I
Sacks
Austen Lane. MUR
Chris Hall. EKU
Charlie Servers, TTU
Jamison Wadley, JSU
Kellen Woodard. TSU

Sacks
120
60
50
50
45

Int.
Interceptions
6
Kevis Buckley APSU
4
Eddie Calvin SEMO
4
Rashad Haynes Eli)
3
A J Davis JSU
Eugene Clifford TSU
3
Jeremy Caldwell EKU
3

Total
104
103
102
91
88

Yds.
108
37
35
32
28

Yds.
70
47
36
3
81
68

TO*
1
0
1
0
1
1

MICHAEL DANN / L&T FILE PHOTO

Cade Thompson threw for 2,680 yards on 190-of-328 while tossing 24 touchdowns and just 14 interceptions for the UT Martin Skyhawks last season.
Those efforts put Thompson on the Ohio Valley Conference Preseason list at
Offensive Player of the Year.
JSU's Alexander Henderson (103), APSU's
Daniel Becker (102), MSU's Tamar Butler (91)
and UTM's Josh Bey (88).
No one is more feared or impressive on defense
than Murray State's Austen Lane. He leads all
returners in the conference with 12 sacks last
season for 108 total yards.
Eastern Kentucky's Chris Hall is second
with just six sacks for 37 yards. followed by

Charlie Seivers of TTU with five sacks for 35
yards and Jamison Wadley. of JSU, who also
had five sacks, but for 32 yards.
For the first time since the 2004 season,
every head coach in the ()V(' returns. All nine
coaches are back, including the dean of ()VC
coaches, Bob Spoo of Eastern Illinois. Spot) is
beginning his 22nd season with the Panthers
in 2009.

Tim Benford

•••••‘

MURRAY ELECTRIC
SYSTEM

Game Of The Week
LOCAL HIGH SCHOOL FOOTOALL
MIS CADLE Ohmic! 15
August 21

August 28
CCH5 vs. MH5
Replay:
Aug. 29 & 30
Sept. 2

MH5 vs. Madisonville

Replay:
Aug. 22, 23 &
26

MEM
Sept. 18
Heath vs. CCH5
Replay:
Sept. 19, 20
& 23

"

Oct. 2
Reidland vs. MH5
Replay:
Oct. 3,4
&7

AP

-

Oct. 9
CCH5 vs. Lone Oak
Replay:
Oct. 10, 11 & 14

Oct. 16
Caldwell Co. vs. MH5
Replay:
Oct. 17, 18 & 21

Norm
Oct. 23

MCI

HCC vs. CCH5
Replay:
Oct. 24, 25
&28

(
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Oct. 30
Crittenden County
vs. MH5
Replay:
Oct. 31, Nov. 1 & 4

Replay Times:
12 p.m. 6- 9 p.m. • Sat., Sue. fr Wed. After Each Ga4te
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Murray Ledser & T Imes. Talk about
the preseason attention butimg around you?
Austen Lane: It's a huge honor to be
named to all those teams. I'm very grateful
for that, hut at the same time, I take it all
with a grain of salt. just because like I said
before, the only thing I am worried about
right now is an ()V(' Championship. They're
all preseason honors. It's not like I've done
anything yet. I still have to prove myself in
that regard.

Ithe

DAnt.
24/14
19/13
13/7
11/8
9/11

Ttra
7
12
3
6

L tS1T: You came out of nowhere last
season in terms of the national spotlight.
but coming into this year, how are you
preparing for double-teams and the extra
attention?
A L. : With the preseason attention, that
does key teams on me a little bit more.
When it collies down to it, all I can do is
my job and do it to the hest of my ability. I feel if I do that and the rest of our
defensive line does that and our defense in
general does that, we'll win some games.

TM*
! 10
12
6
6
3

Total
104
103
102
91
88

L
Is there anything in particular that
you have been working on to better prepare
yourself for double teams'? Anything you're
working on to get an upper hand?
A L : That comes down to offseason training first. I was hitting the weights pretty
hard and improving my conditioning so I
can he out there the whole game. Then I
carry that mentality over to practice. I play
each rep like it's the last. You don't know
how long your career is going to last out
there.

TD's
0
1
0

L 61T: Here we are four years later. Has
it taken forever or has it gone by too fast?
AL : Man, it's gone by way too fast. It's
like a blur. But looking back on it and seeing everything that we went through, it's
gone by really fast. That's why this season
means so much to us.

•

L 81T: Talk about being a part of that
foundation with Griffin four years ago and
what it was like in the early going?
A L: We came in as freshmen and a lot
of us were thrown into the situation right
away and were counted on as starters. We
didn't have time to be intimidated by it. We
wanted to do things for the other seniors to
make that season mean something. It was
not ever something that we were scared of
doing, we just went out there and tried to
do our best. We had some bumps and that

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Austen Lane has been a beast on defense since his arrival his freshman year. Each season has been a learnon-the-go experience for Lane, but one thing that has not had to be taught is the speed he brings at the
defensive end position.

goes for our sophomore year, too. We were
still young and making some mistakes, but
I think going into our junior year, we were
seeing awesome plays by everyone. I guarantee there aren't going to be many teams
with as much experience as we have. I think
we have a distinct advantage there. That's
something that you can't coach.
L SIT : Describe your evolution as a football player when you were a freshman to
now as a senior.
A L First of all, when I came into camp
I was 210 pounds. I was decently strong,
but nowhere near where I am today. I came
in, had no idea I was going to be playing
defense. I walked into the locker room and
saw a No. 97 jersey. so I thought that had
to be a defensive end number, which meant
my tight ends days were over. I think coin-

Mg into this year. I'm counted on to be a
defensive leader and 1 accept the responsibility. I'm not the most vocal guy in the
locker room, but when my teammates watch
me on tape. I want them to see me giving
110 percent and feed off that. 1 want them
to do the same.

AL : I think just our mentality and pursuit to the ball. Our goal on every single
play is has nig all II players in the frame.
That's really our goal. Hustle. It's something that doesn't need to be coached for
us and we take great pride in that.
L &T The defensive line is a special group,
returning seven players with starting experience. Do you feel like you guys have gotten the respect you deserve or have you
been ov‘rlooked?
A L: Say what you want, but the game
is won or lost in the trenches. We take great
pride in our defensive line and I think we're
going to surprise a lot of people there. We
haven't gotten a lot of respect there. I don't
know if we've earned that respect, but I
guarantee we're going to surprise a lot of
people this year.

How much do you miss playing
L
tight end?
A L : Not really too much to be honest
with you. I think the defensive end deal
really worked out for the best. I don't miss
it that much. I like to joke with coach Griffin in practice and show off my skills. but
I always seem to drop the ball. so I guess
that's why I'm on defense right now.
L 811H What's better about this year's
defense as opposed to last season?
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KENTUCKY PREVIEW

LOUISVILLE PREVIEW

Wildcats hoping to Cardinals hoping to prove
doubters wrong after
prove recent bowl
success wasn't a fluke disastrous ending to'08
WILL GRAVES
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Forget the
schedule. It never changes. Forget the new
faces. There's always new faces. Forget a
bowl game. Simply winning enough games
to ensure a bowl trip around the holidays
isn't enough anymore at Kentucky.
After three straight wins in midlevel
bowl games, the Wildcats know it's time
to expect more. A lot more.
"We have to come out and surprise and
shock the world like we did a couple of
seasons ago," said sophomore wide receiv"The experience that those players gained
er Randall Cobb. "We need to take Ken- last year is making them
better going into
tucky football to the next level."
this season," Brooks said. "We've added a
It won't be easy. It never is in the SEC's few new pieces to the puzzle."
East Division.
The biggest piece, however, may be a
Among the obstacles in the way are defend- familiar one. Junior Mike Hartline begins
ing national champion Florida
the likely the season entrenched at quarterback hopNo. 1 team in the preseason poll _ Geor- ing to put a roller coaster sophomore seagia and Tennessee. Oh, and defending SEC son behind him.
West champion Alabama and quickly improvHartline a quarterback duel with Curtis
ing Mississippi State.
Pulley by default last season when Pulley
"We know the schedule can be very dif- was dismissed from the team on the first
ficult in this league." said coach Rich day of practice. By the middle of the seaBrooks.
son Hartline was splitting time with Cobb
Yet, Brooks expects the Wildcats to be only to get the job back in time for the
much improved over the sometimes offen- bowl game when Cobb went down with an
sively challenged squad that relied on its injury.
defense to go 7-6 and win the Liberty
Hartline's goal this season'? Do more
Bowl.
than simply keep his job: thrive while doing
"In my mind. I think we are clearly it.
with
offensive
He's
worked
better than we were at this time last year." coordinator/quarterback coach Randy Sanders
he said. "Having said that, we have to go on becoming a more effective leader and
out on the field and win games."
hopes he's reined in his sometimes erratic
To do it they'll need to score more points passing arm.
than they did a year ago. Kentucky aver"Our offense wasn't great last year," Hartaged 22.6 points a game last season _ a line said. "We had some struggles in difnumber skewed by a relatively soft non- ferent places but we are right there. We
conference schedule. They struggled to put just need to pull it all together."
points on the board against quality oppoHartline likely won't spend the season
nents. Kentucky only topped 21 points three looking over his shoulder. Cobb has been
times over its last nine games.
moved permanently to wide receiver, though
The Wildcats will need to light the score- there are a pair of talented if unproven
board a little more if they want to keep freshmen in Morgan Newton and Ryan
up with the likes of Tim Tebow.
Mossakowski. Morgan was named Indiana's
This year, unlike last year, the Wild- Mr. Football last season while Mossakowscats will have some continuity on offense. ki's powerful arm could rival Woodson's.
A year ago they had to replace the likes
Brooks has remained coy about his intenof quarterback Andre Woodson and wide tions with both players. saying he has no
receiver Keenan Burton. Throw in the loss clue on whether or not either player will
of star wideout Dicky Lyons to injury be redshirted. He also didn't rule out either
halfway through the season and the Wild- one of them challenging Hartline for playcats had a lot of players learn on the job. ing time at some point.
They won't have to do that this season.

WILL GRAVES
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) Every Wednesday night over the summer, a handful of
Louisville players would get together at safety Daniel Covington's house for a little "Poker
Night."
There _ risking nothing but their cardplaying reputation, they promise _ the Cardinals would battle for the chips and a chance
to bluff one of their teammates out of a big
pot.
"We'd sit around and watch 'World Series
of Poker' then try to do it ourselves," said
linebacker Brandon Heath. "We'd just play
for fun. Everybody would think they're the
best."
The most adept player turned out to be
Covington, whose poker face and fearlessness to go "all in" no matter what kind of
hand he was dealt made him a threat on
every hand.
"He's crazy man." Heath said. "He doesn't care. He'll go on whatever."
It's a gameplan the rest of the Cardinals
might want to follow as they try to reclaim
their reputation in the Big East.
Two years removed from a conference
title and an Orange Bowl win, Louisville
finds itself in the midst of a major makeover
under coach Steve Kragthorpe, who has struggled to maintain the level of success the
Cardinals enjoyed under coach Bobby Petrino.
Louisville is just 11-13 under Kragthorpe, who is all too aware of the unrest in a
fan base that grew accustomed to making
travel plans every Christmas. The Cardinals
went to nine straight bowls before Kragthorpe's arrival yet have spent the last two
holidays at home.
There's plenty of blame to go around.
Whether it's injuries or the massive roster
overhaul Kragthorpe oversaw to plug the
holes left by players who didn't buy into his
system. Louisville's fall has been as precipitous as its rise earlier this decade was meteoric.
Yet, there are signs of progress, both on
the field and off.
Steel beams form the outline of the
15,(KX)-seat expansion at Cardinal Stadium,
which will be completed before the 2010
season begins. Plans are in the works to add
a plaza above the south end zone, one modeled after the concourse at Raymond James
Stadium, home of Big East rival South Florida.
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The stadium isn't the only thing under
construction. The rostei features 25 new faces,
including a handful of players that will have
to make an immediate impact i. Louisville
wants to get get back into bowl contention.
While Kragthorpe allows his window of
opportunity at Louisville is slowly closing,
he's not treating this season different from
any other.
"I think it's difficult every year for you
as a head coach," he said. "It's difficult when
I've had winning seasons. It's difficult when
I've had losing seasons because there's always
going to be some change. ... Every year is
different."
The Cardinals can only hope this year is
better than 2008, when a solid 5-2 start
crumbled into an 0-5 finish that Louisville
to its first losing season in more than a
decade.
The ending was particularly ugly, a 6314 pounding at Rutgers on national television. Kragthorpe came forward th—e following day and pledged to make all the
changes necessary to make the team Cornpetal ye.
He named himself offensive coordinator
after deciding not to retain former Louisville
quarterback and longtime assistant Jeff Brohm,
a move that rankled some fans but one
Kragthorpe felt was necessary to put his own
stamp on the program.
"That's where my background is, that's
what I'm comfortable doing," he said. "I
think we've got a chance to be really exciting with the playmakers we have."
Even if he's not sure who will be the
one taking the snaps while the Cardinals go
through their first true quarterback competition in years. The duel appears to be between
North Carolina State transfer Justin Burke
and junior college transfer Adam Homan.
Burke, a former high school star from Lexington.
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•Tigers
From Page 10B
Langford, Cherry. Christian Duncan and
sophomore Bob Fields should see most of
the time in those positions.
On the line and at the linebacker slots
are where the questions lie. Demoree Fields
will move from the secondary to an outside
linebacker slot and Duncan will also employ
Stephens. Deese and 'Feria Buck, among
others.
The coaching staff is still evaluating talent on the line.
"That's where our biggest question marks
are," Duncan said. "Especially at the tackle position, we don't really have any clear

guys that are ahead of anybody else. That's
where we lose the most."
Soccer players Jordan Benton and Jeremy Curd return to handle kicking and punting duties.
Lack of depth could be an issue for Murray, especially if the Tigers suffer injury
problems similar to last season. It's one
area in which Duncan admits his team has
regressed from his first year.
"We lost so many good players in many
different positions and it's going to be hard
to fill all those shoes," he said. "We're trying to get depth from some of our younger
players and really wanting to see more effort
out of a lot of them."

•2A
From Page 58
teryear were not only athletic, they were experienced,
three-year
several
with
starters in the fold.
But Burcham is optimistic
his team will be a contender
behind a budding passing
game he said should be one
of the program's strengths.
Hedges will be working
on a short timetable for

rebuilding the Reidland program — the school will consolidate with Heath and Lone
Oak to form McCracken
County in three or four years.
But the Murray native and
former Western Kentucky
Hilltopper says the 2009 season is his only concern.
"I'm not worried about
consolidation, to be honest
with you," he said. "I can't

control it, so I'll just worry
Reidland
about
High
School."
Heath's chances of being
competitive in the district
took a hit when standout
running back Jacob Lynn
was declared ineligible.
Lynn contributed 1,270
yards to the Pirates' offense
last season through rushing
and receiving.

not employ last season.
Calloway will be dominated by upperclassmen on
both sides of the ball, but
the defense is the slightly
more experienced unit, with
six returning starters.
Seniors Treadway, Willis
and Williams give the defensive front three returning
starters while the linebacking corps will consist completely of seniors
Calhoon and Crittendon in the
middle and Burks and Heppe
on the outside.

Hargrove. Starks and Seay
will man the backfield with
sophomore
Garrett
Schwettman returning to handle kicking duties.
Opponents scored an average of 25 points per game
on Calloway's defense last
season, a stat that had a lot
to do with a quick -strike
offense. Still. the Lakers gave
up 40-plus points in losses
to Lone Oak and Marshall
County and allowed 52 to Bullitt East in the state semifinals.

•Lakers
From Page 11B
four games.
Hunter
Seay,
Keaton
Starks, Ashley Heppe and
Ryan Kelly get the unenviable task of replacing the
two most prolific receivers
in Calloway history. Seay, a
senior, brings toughness and
leadership to the equation
while Kelly, a 6-foot-4 junior, adds height.
The Lakers will also utilize sophomore Hunter Arnold
and junior Gabriel Martin at
tight end, a position they did

MLI- file photos

ABOVE: The Murray Tigers take the field for their second round playoff game at
Fort Campbell last season. Getting back to face the Falcons, projected to win the
Class 2A title once again, is the goal for 2009.
BELOW: The Calloway County Lakers take the field for their state semifinal game
at Bullitt East last season. The Lakers would love nothing more than a trip back to
the state semis, but a strong 2nd District will be a challenge to whichever team
comes out of the 1st.

•4A
5th-year Calloway head man. "Knowing
From Page 4B
Division I running back prospect Tyrrell (Lone Oak coach) Jack Haskins, he's going
Willis and a veteran offensive line return- to have his team ready to play week 7 and
ing, the Lakers earn the nod to repeat as he's got some good ballplayers over there.
"That's great that we're the favorite, but
champions (they won via tiebreaker in 2008).
It's a role head coach Josh McKee' has when it comes down to it, we'll have to
wait for that fateful night in October to
neither embraced nor dismissed.
"Preseason polls are for fans," said the see how it all shakes out.
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SCHEDULE
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DATE
8-21
8-28
9-4
9-11
9-18
9-25
10-2
10-9
10-16
10-23
10-30

(All times RM.)
OPPONENT
MADISONVILLE-N.H 7:30
CALLOWAY CO •
7:30
at Fulton City
7:30
at Fulton Co
7:30
at Ballard Memorial 7:30
^at Trigg Co.
7:30
^REIDLAND
7:30
Open
^CALDWELL CO.
7:30
^at Heath
7:30
CRITTENDEN CO. 7:30

nen

^ - distnct game
• - Crosstown Classic at Roy Stewart
Stadium

2008 DISTRICT
STANDINGS
Tngg County
Murray
Caldwell County
Heath
Reidland

Obt

hi

4-0
3- I
2-2
13
0-4

6-6
8-4
7-4
1-9

GAME
CHANGERS:
FOUR MORE
PLAYERS
TO WATCH

Christian Duncan
QB/DB

•

Duncan will make the
adjustment to quarterback on offense, but
he's just as valuable as
a defensive back,
where he was one of
the team's leading
tacklers in 2008.

Lonnie Martin
The 300-pound Martin
was an All-Purchase
selection in 2008 and
had a lot to do with the
Tigers' successful
wishbone rushing
attack. He's back to
anchor the line.

Graham Photography

Murray lost a talented senior class, but returns enough talent in order to garner mention as a favorite in Class 2A's balanced 1st
District. The Tigers' strengths are a large offensive line and a stacked backfield on offense and a speedy and experienced secondary
on defense. Murray said goodbye to a talented senior class of 2008 headlined by running back Jamie King and quarterback Jordan
Garland, who are suiting up for Mount St. Joseph's and Harding respectively this fall. But coach Steve Duncan believes this team has
the potential to surpass the accomplishments of last year's by season's end.

Duncan: Tigers far ahead
of last year's game
Big line, bevy of backs to lead Murray in district title bid
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
our consecutive losing seasons greeted
Steve Duncan when
he arrived at Murray
nearly a year-and-ahalf ago.
The first-time head
coach was also greeted by requests
from fans and boosters who asked
for nothing less than a restoration
of the century-old program's winning tradition.
With the aid of a talented and
experienced senior class, he was
able to deliver exactly that to the
Tiger faithful. Murray finished 8-4
and won a first-round home playoff game before running into eventual Class 2A champ Fort Campbell.
Duncan and the Tigers hope the
2008 season was just the beginning of a greater restoration project, but the black and gold head
into Friday's opener with more than
a few question marks.
Murray will be breaking in firsttime starters at nearly every position, most notably at quarterback
and on the defensive line.
But the Tigers' appear to be
stacked at the positions that matter
most in Duncan's old-fashioned
wishbone offense.

Three-hundred- running hack Christian Duncan. who
pounders
Lonnie appears to have the inside track on
Martin and Robert the starting quarterback job.
return
Olive
to
Steve Duncan had originally
anchor the offensive planned to platoon his son with
line at the tackle junior Alex Stephens. but the latpositions and Dun- ter has been hampered by illness
can has a bevy of and injury throughout summer praccapable backs he'll tices.
Duncan
rely on to eat up
Christian Duncan primarily saw
both yardage and clock.
time as a starter in the defensive
Combine those strengths with his backfield last season. He brings
team's built-in familiarity with the plenty of athleticism to the posisystem and he believes this Tiger tion, but isn't a proven passer.
team has the ability to he better
It may not matter much if the
than last year's group.
Tigers don't vary their offensive
"That's how we feel," he said tendencies — they didn't attempt a
prior to a recent practice. "We single pass in last year's season finale
couldn't have very many forma- upset win at Owensboro Catholic.
tions last year. This year, we're
"Christian is really stepping up."
putting in what we were putting in said Lonnie Martin. when asked to
about the seventh game last year." name a most improved teammate.
In any offensive scheme, hut "To go from playing primarily
especially the wishbone, seasons are defense to running the plays and
determined in the trenches.
the offense is a big step up and
Martin. a 2008 All-Purchase selec- he's doing well with it."
tion, and Olive, have both benefitPowerful Matt Deese and elued from a summer in the weight sive Demoree Fields are Murray's
room and have added mobility and leading returnees in the backfield.
strength to complement their site. Deese carried for 557 yards despite
Duncan says.
missing time with an ankle injury.
"Since we run off tackle, those while Fields came into favor toward
positions are huge for us," said the end of the season and carries!
Duncan. "They have to be our lead- for 475 yards, averaging 8.2 per
ers and both can move a little bet- run.
ter than they could last year."
Senior Brandon Wicks and junThat's good news for converted ior Shickill Davis should also get

SCOUTING REPORT
Robed Olive
Coach Steve Duncan
raves about Olive's offseason conditioning, in
which Murray's other
300-pounder added
muscle as well as
speed. He and Martin
are the unit leaders.

Brandon Wicks
RB/DB
"We're real pleased
with his speed and his
quickness," coach
Steve Duncan said.
"He had a couple great
runs in our scrimmage.
He's got to hold onto
the ball, though."

Coach: Steve Duncan,
8-4 in one season at
Murray
Last season: 8-4 overall; 3-1 in 2A District 1;
advanced to region
semifinals
Star in the making:
Kendall Deese (sophomore quarterback/defensive back)
Question marks: Can
the Tigers get production
from the quarterback
position? Will it even
matter? Murray ran the
ball 439 times last year
and threw just 100 passes. That was with veteran QB Jordan Garland at
the helm, so the Tigers
may throw even less this
season. With Christian
Duncan, a converted
running back, manning
the position. Steve
Duncan has yet another
threat in the backfield.
Can Murray stay
healthy? The answer to
this question will need to
be yes if the Tigers hope
to win the district. The

black and gold are plenty
talented, but that talent
doesn't run very deep as
of right now. Who will
step in and play defensive line? This position is
the biggest question
mark. Fortunately,
Murray's secondary is
stout enough that they
may be able to get away
with the line being a
weakness.
Outlook: Whether Steve
Duncan likes it or not,
his team is a popular
pick to win a balanced
district. In order to do so,
the Tigers must avoid
injuries and build positive
momentum early. The
first two games on
Murray's schedule will be
the toughest it will play
all season with the
exception of a possible
playoff matchup with Fort
Campbell. The Tigers will
do a lot of growing up on
August dates with Class
5A Madisonville-North
Hopkins and Class 4A
Callow:-. County.

MLT file photos

ABOVE: Shickill Davis
keeps chugging despite
being wrapped up by a
defender. Davis is one of
a bevy of backs Murray
will rely on.
RIGHT: Head coach Steve
Duncan yells instructions
to his team as assistant
Scott Turner looks on.

a share of the carries in Duncan's
spread-the-wealth rushing attack.
While Murray won't have any
problem finding willing ballcarriers, Duncan expressed concern over
his backs' blocking abilities.
"Everyone wants to run the hall.
but we're not sure who's going to
block," he said. "That's what playing time is going to come down
to — who is willing to block."
When the Tigers do decide to
throw the ball, they'll have all-new
targets as receivers. Seniors Devon
Smith and Jarvac Langord will likely be the go-to-guys while juniors
Cedric Cherry and Jacob Hamm
and newcomer Deangelo Foster will
also see time.
The rest of the offensive line,
though not as experienced as Martin and Olive, is not lacking for
size. Robbie Jones, Garrett Wright
and Anthony Banderas, all of whom
weight in at 240 pounds and above,
will likely fill the other three spots.
"(The line) could be one of our
strengths, but we're still developing." Duncan said. "We lost some
good seniors out there and we're
looking for a little more leadership
and a little more depth."
Thc secondary returns almost
.pletely intact and should be the
strength of Murray's defense. Smith,
See TIGERS, 7B
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SCHEDULE
DATE
8-21
8-28
9-4
9-11
9-18
9-25
10-2
10-9
10-16
10-23
10-30
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(All tams P.M.)
OPPONENT
TIME
at Caldwell Co
7:30
at Murray'
7:30
at Trigg Co %
8.00
at Mayfield
7:30
HEATH
7:30
at Paducah Tilghman 730
at Fulton Co.
7:30
^LONE OAK
7:30
Open
^HOPKINS CO. CENT. 7:30
GRAVES CO.
7:30

^ - distnct game
• - Crosstown Classic at Roy Stewart
Stadium
% - Wildcat Chevrolet Bowl

2008 DISTRICT
STANDINGS
Dia

-

Calloway County
Lone Oak
Hopkins Co. Cent.
Mohl.:‘nberg North

phy

1st
ry
Ian
as

Rockhouse Creek Photography
Calloway County will attempt to duplicate the magic of last season's run to the Class 4A state semifinals, but they'll have to do so without a talented graduating class. Even so, the Lakers return four of five starters on the offensive line and six defensive starters.

McKeel: Cupboard not
bare at Calloway
New-look Lakers will lean on experienced line, defense
By TOMMY MUARD
Sports Writer
osh McKee! knows there
will be no replacing a senior class that rewrote his
school's record books and
carried Calloway County
within three points of a
state championship berth in
2008.
But the fifth-year head
coach has a message for all the
folks with visions of Brockman-toDobbins still dancing in their heads.
This group of seniors isn't too
shabby, either.
Their track record -- undefeated
middle school seasons coupled with
last year's 11-3 campaign as juniors -- gives McKeel no reason to
think his program will miss a heat.
"People look at the class that
graduated and say, 'Oh, no, what
are you going to do?'," says McKeel, speaking from his new digs inside
Calloway's renovated fieldhouse.
"But this senior class has had a
very successful tenure at Calloway
County. The cupboard is not bare.The cupboard may not he bare,
but it is differently stocked.
Calloway lost all but one of its
starting skill players off a team that
took the program to ncw heights,
but retunis a full stable of experienced linemen and defensive play-

ers as well as Division I running hack
prospect
Tyrrell
Willis.
Its unclear how
,I early Calloway will
be able to rely on
Willis, however. The
6-foot-2, 255-pound
McKee!
phenom has been
absent from practices since the July
15 start date and is dealing with
personal issues.
McKeel is mum on when his
star will return.
If Willis misses time, it won't
make things any easier on whoever earns the starting quarterback job.
McKeel originally gave the nod
to Jordan Burkeen, a two-year backup behind Casey Brockman. Burkeen rarely saw varsity game action,
hut McKee' says the senior's football IQ approaches that of Brockman, who was heralded for his mental abilities as much as his physical traits.
"Everything starts with Jordan
and his ability to lead our offense.
McKeel says. "He's very intelligent
as far as our offensive scheme and
what we want to get accomplished.
Obviously, some of that will have
to come with experience.The competition has been reopened, however, with freshman
Tyler Greer pushing Burkeen.

With the shift in personnel, off- the offseason, with each projected
season speculation centered around starter listed over 200 pounds.
not only who McKeel would choose
"It helps a lot, knowing I have
to run his offense, but whether he four seniors who've been there before
would deviate from his staple shot- in front of me,- Burkeen said of
gun spread system.
his blockers. "With all the skill
The answer right now, he says, guys being new at what they're doing,
is no.
the protection is definitely there for
"That's what we do." he said."Our us.''
line has done it for years and to
Joining the quarterback in the
make a drastic change from a spread- backfield will be Willis. senior tailtype to a power-type, that's some- back Austin Hargrove and junior
thing you do when it's a necessi- fullback Michael Treadway.
ty. I don't see it as a necessity this
Hargrove and Treadway primariyear, because we still have the ly saw time on defense last season
coaching staff and the personnel to and Hargrove was mentioned as a
get it done.''
candidate for the starting quarterRegardless of scheme. the strength back job before it was given to
of Calloway's offense will he in Burkeen.
the trenches. Senior center Nick
But both seem to have found
C'alhoon and right tackle Grant niches at running hack, where they
Williams are back to anchor an figure to give opposing defenses a
offensive line that returns four of thunder-and-lightning-style one-two
its five starters.
punch.
The unit was a relative question
"Austin is a very loose back and
mark going into the 2008 season, he has great vision,- McKeel says.
then fell victim to the injury bug "Michael Treadway is a power hack
before recovering just in time to
finesse is not his game. So
help push the Lakers through the you've got two different styles there
Class 4A playoffs.
and then Tyrrell gives you some of
Joining Calhoon and Williams both.will be returnees Logan Burks at
Willis established himself as one
right guard and Kyle Crittendon at of the state's elite backs during Calleft tackle. The left guard spot is loway's playoff run last season,
up for grabs, with 298-pound jun- averaging 175 yards per game over
ior Justin Downs the frontrunner.
si See LAKERS, 78
The line has added some size in

2-1
2-1
2-1
0-3

11-3
10-9
7-4
1-10
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Nick Calhoon
C/MLB
A three-year starter,
Calhoon is the anchor
of the offensive line at
the center position. He
also brings experience
to middle linebacker,
where he'll team up
with Kyle Crittendon.
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Austin Hargrove
RB/DB
"Austin's a playmaker,
whether offensively or
defensively," coach
Josh McKee! said.
"He's enjoying playing
the game, he's a very
loose back and he's
got great vision."

SCOUTING REPORT
Coach: Josh McKeel,
23-24 in four seasons at
Calloway
Last season: 11-3 overall; 2-1 in 4A District 1;
advanced to state semifinals
Star in the making:
Garrett Schwettman
(sophomore
kicker/punter)
Question marks: Can
the Lakers develop a
reliable passing game?
With a veteran offensive
line, a Division 1-caliber
running back and inexperience at quarterback
and wide receiver, the
temptation to ride the
running game will be
present. But Calloway
will need a balanced
attack against the better
teams on their schedule.
Will Tyrrell Willis become
the leader the team
needs him to be? His
raw skills are undeniable, but Willis provides
his fair share of off-thefield distractions. The
Lakers need him to be

all-football, all-the-time.
How good is the
defense? Calloway
returns six starters on
that side of the ball, but
good offenses were able
to have their way with
the unit last season.
Outlook: Much is riding
on the shoulders of quarterback Jordan Burkeen,
or whomever the Lakers
insert at the position.
Willis was a brutal force
last season, but opposing defenses were kept
more than honest by a
lethal passing attack
Calloway should have
one of the better lines in
western Kentucky, with
four returning starters on
offense. The Lakers lost
a lot from last year's run.
but have one more
strong senior class waiting in the wings. Lone
Oak and Hopkins County
Central both suffered
losses of their own, making Calloway the fashionable pick to repeat as
district champions.

Hunter Seay
WR/DB
Seay worked himself
into excellent physical
condition over the summer and should be one
of the Lakers' primary
receivers as well as a
key stopper in the
defensive backfield.

MLT file photos

ABOVE: Austin Hargrove
stiffarms an opponent.
Hargrove
returns
at
defensive back and will
make the transition to
running back on offense.
RIGHT: Head coach Josh
McKeel is back for his
fifth season as head
coach at Calloway.

Grant Williams
T/DE
Aside from Tyrrell
Willis, Williams may be
the most talented player on the roster The
spike in offensive production that followed
1
his return from injury
last season was no
coincidence.
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DeAngelo Nelson
Tight End
Nelson is the premier passcatching tight end in the
OVC. The preseason All-OVC
tight end is coming off a season in which he caught 34
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passes for 386 yards. Over
the last two seasons, Nelson
has caught 69 passes for 862
yards.
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MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times

Led by 15 seniors, including preseason All-American and Ohio Valley Conference Defensive Player of
the Year Austen Lane,the Racers
look to improve on their 5-7 overall and 4-4 OVC record in hopes of bringing Murray State its first conference
title since 2002.

Eric Oniella
Offensive Line
Ornella will make the move
back to left guard after being
forced to play right tackle in
2008. A Preseason OVC
selection on offense, Ornella
will be the anchor of the line
after start'ng 22 games over
the past two seasons.

Tamar Butler
Linebacker
Butler has started every
game since his arrival on
campus. He is coming off his
best season in which he
recorded 91 tackles and
intercepted a pair of passes.
Butler will be responsible for
filling a void left by Nathan
Williams, while the core of
the defense is switching to a
4-2-5 formation this year.

Taylor Lanigan
Safety
The new defensive scheme
will have the Racers play with
three safeties on the field at
all times. That group will be
led by Lanigan, who garnered
Preseason honors by the
OVC on defense and is coming off a season in which he
recorded 103 tackles and
broke up six passes.

Kienan Cullen
Kicker
Only a sophomore, Cullen
returns after leading the team
in scoring as a freshman_ A
Preseason All-OVC selection
in special teams, Cullen connected on 14-of-21 field goals
and averaged 37.4 yards a
punt

Take A Lickini,
Keep on Tickini
Grizzled, seasoned seniors look to capture hardware in final year
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
aptism by fire.
Tried and true. Put
through the ringer.
Chances are many
of this year's seniors
have heard it all -at least for the last
four years.
A group that joined Murray State
at the beginning of the Matt Griffin era enter a season that will be
their last, but in some regards, their
first.
Guys like Derrick Townsel, DeAngelo Nelson, Charlie Jordan, Eric
Ornella, Austen Lane, Josh Marshall,
Tamar Butler. Tyler Sinclair, Will
Roach, Blake Booth and Taylor Lanigan all are three-year lettermen, but
are also searching for the school's
first Ohio Valley Conference crown
since 20()2.
And in taking their bumps and
bruises, the Racers have proven some
truth to the saying that what doesn't kill you makes you stronger.
A chiseled, rock solid squad enters
the 2009 season with a lot of expectations.
The Racers are on track to be in
the same position Griffin left his
UT Martin squad before leaving for
Murray, a year in which the Sky-

hawks won the conference title.
Lane, Preseason Defensive Player of
Griffin admits he would have the Year, along with Taylor Lanigan
liked to be a year ahead of sched- help make up the Defensive Team.
ule, but still maintains that he sees
Kienan Cullen rounds out the
many similar qualities in this team spectacular six with a Special Teams
and those of his time at Martin.
mention.
"We were hoping for even a year
A favorable schedule should also
sooner, but I think everyone does," help Murray State this season.
Griffin said. "That's just the way
The Racers will open the season
society is, everyone wants it right at home against Kentucky Wesleym
now — the quick fix. The way we on Sept. 3 before hitting the road
do it and the way we build things, for back-to-back trips to North Carit's not the quick fix. Fortunately olina State and Missouri State.
for these guys, we have several senMurray State will stare down the
iors that will not end their football barrel of the most important stretch
career this year, they will still go of the season when they play host
on and play. None of them are red- to Eastern Kentucky (Sept. 26). Jackshirts. They are all fiiur-year guys. sonville State (Oct. 10) and Eastern
They got thrown into the fire as Illinois (Oct. 31), while traveling to
freshmen and they had to learn the Tennessee State (Oct. 17) and UT
hard way.
Martin (Oct. 24).
"These guys took their lumps,
Eastern Kentucky was picked as
they got some return on that invest- the preseason favorite to three-peat
ment last year, but we expect to in the conference, hut will have to
get a whole lot more back this year." do so without Allan Holland at quarWhile they were picked fifth in terback. Jacksonville State is not elithe Ohio Valley Conference Presea- gible for any postseason action and
son Poll, the Racers had more recog- both Tennessee State and Eastern
nition on the Preseason Team than Illinois could struggle early. still tryanyone else in the conference with ing to identify themselves at many
six players mentioned.
positions.
Wide receiver Derrick Townsel,
A return trip to the school Griftight end DeAngelo Nelson and fin helped build into an ()V(' powoffensive guard Eric Ornella were erhouse will again be the storyline
named to the Offensive Team. Austen for the midseason meeting between

the Murray State and UT Martin,
which this year. could have very
high implications.
Murray State closes out its schedule at home against Austin Peay
(Nov. 7) and then concludes the season on the road at Southeast Missouri State (Nov. 14) and Tennessee
Tech (Nov. 21).
Griffin maintains that conditioning is going to be key this year
and while depth and competition has
been excellent in fall camp, staying
on task has been the key component.
"Our conditioning has been outstanding," he said."Our strength numbers have been excellent. We've
stayed on task in terms of length
of practices. Our heat numbers have
been pretty extreme and the humidity percentages have been high. We've
had no heat-related illnesses. It's a
credit to those kids and the work
they have put in through the course
of the year."
Griffin added that this is the best
in-shape class he has had in as many
as seven years.
"The competition level, because
of the depth. has been excellent."
he said. "There are seniors battling
for jobs and that's just the way it
is. The best player plays. I think
those things attribute to that."

SCOUTING REPORT
Coach: Matt Griffin, 826 (.235) in four seasons at Murray State
and overall.
Last season: 5-7 overall, 4-4 and fifth in the
Ohio Valley Conference.
A star Is born: Jamal
Crook. The 6-1, 245
pound sophomore
defensive end started
seven of 12 games last
season, recording 21
tackles, 1.5 tackles-forloss and 0.5 sacks. With
Austen Lane on one
end, Crook could be a
thief in getting to the
quarterback.
Question marks: Who
is going to replace AllAmerican and OVC
Defensive Player of the
Year Nathan Williams?
Luckily it didn't take long
for the Racers to have
an answer to that question. Senior defensive
end Austen Lane has
earned numerous preseason honors from different media outlets, but
the biggest might be
Lane's preseason honor
by the OVC. Lane garnered one of the top
honors in the league as
the 6-7, 270 pounder
was tabbed the
Preseason Defensive
Player of the Year
Preseason accolades
are nothing new to the
senior as he has been
named to the Buck
Buchanan Award Watch
List, honoring the

nation's top defensive
player, and was named
the Consensus Draft
Services FCS Defensive
Player of the Year. He
has also been named a
First-Team All-America
by CDS, The Sports
Network, Phil Steele
Magazine, Lind_y's
Magazine and The
Sporting News. The
accolades are not without merit as the Iola,
Wisc., native set a
Racer record by recording 12 sacks and 22
tackles-for-loss in 2008,
ranking among the
national leaders in both
categories. He finished
the season with 63 tackles, two pass break-ups,
five quarterback hurries,
three fumble recoveries,
two forced fumbles and
one blocked kick.
Outlook: The Racers
will have nine starters
back on both sides of
the ball. The key for
Murray State this year
will be getting out of the
gate early and that will
be a daunting task as
their first five conference
games include Eastern
Kentucky. Jacksonville
State, Tennessee State.
UT Martin and Eastern
Illinois, all of whom are
ranked above the
Racers in the preseason
standings If they can
withstand that, they
could make some noise
down the homestretch

MICHAEL DANN /
L&T FILE PHOTO

Charlie Jordan
capped off a
534-yard and
six touchdown
season
last
year. Jordan
will be the featured back in
Griffin's
offense
this
year.

SCHEDULE
(All Hines P.M.)
DATE OPPONENT
TIME
KY WESLEYAN
9-3
7
9-12
at NC St
5
9-19
at Missouri St
EASTERN KENTUCKY •
9-26
10-10 JACKSONVILLE Si •
3
10-17 at Tennessee St •
6
10-24 at UT Martin'
6
10-31 EASTERN ILLINOIS'
1
11-7
AUSTIN PEAY•
1
11-14 at SEMO*
1
10-30 at Tennessee Tech'
1 30
'-Designates Ohio Valley
Conference Games

2008 OHIO
VALLEY
CONFERENCE
STANDINGS
Cord.

Eastern Kentucky
7-1
Jacksonville State
6-2
UT Martin
6-2
Tennessee State
5-3
Murray State
4-4
Eastern Illinois
3-5
Southeast Missoun State 2-6
Austin Peay
2-6
Tennessee Tech
1 7

Ow
8-4
8-3
8-4
8-4
57
5-7
4-8
2-9
3,9

SPORTS
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RoursDup
4 'Breds
lead team to
NBC World
Series

FRIDAY NIGHT LIGHTS PREP PREVIEW
WEEK 0
SCOREBOARD
Madisonville-North
Hopkins at Murray

•

NISU

•

Calloway Co. at
Caldwell Co.

CUNNINGHAM,
CRAVCRAFT,
TIERNAN, FREI'
LEAD EL DORADO

Fulton City at
Lake Co.(Tenn.)
Ballard Memorial at
Lone Oak
Mayfield at
Marshall Co.

11

II

Hopkinsville at
Paducah Tilghman

nes

Trigg Co. at
Union City (Tenn.)

140,
4
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Heath at
Webster Co.

`.*
14x

4:0

'

vale
1

Fulton Co. at Obion
Co. Central (Tenn.)
(Sat.)
eratererN

Allen Co.-Scottsville
at Butler Co.
Henderson Co. at
Evansville Reitz (Ind.)
Christ Presbyterian
(Tenn.) at Ft. Campbell

!ay
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Russellville at
Franklin-Simpson
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Owensboro Catholic
at McLean Co.
Owensboro Apollo at
Muhlerberg Co.
Evansville Mater Del
(Ind.) at Union Co.
•
Bowling Green vs.
Christian Co.(at WKU
eat.)
Warren Central vs.
Pulaski Southwestern
(at WKU Sat.)
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Ba ism by fire
night as both defenses employ
strong secondaries.
Murray will debut a new
Hopkins
MADISONVILII-NORTH HOPKINS
starting quarterback, presumat Murray
ably junior Christian Duncan.
When: 7:30 p.m.
play its first game in 5A after
Sy TOMMY MUM
Where Ty Holland Stadium
Sophomore
Kendall Deese and
Sports Writer
posting a 7-4 mark in 6A last
Records: Madieonvile-N. Hopkins 0-0
junior
Alex
Stephens will also
Murray
(0-0,
1-5A);
0.0(0.0.
1-2A)
If championships
were season.
be in the mix, but Duncan aays
Keys to the gems: The type of offense
bestowed based on preseason
The Maroons, who feature an
likey to have the most success against
he values Stephens more as a
performances. Murray and electrifying quarterback and a
the Maroons it one that doesn't rely on
defensive player after a strong
the passing germs. 11 the Tigers can
Madisonville-North Hopkins staunch secondary, are likely the
scrimmage at linebacker.
up yardage and clock with the
would have a claim.
most talented bunch the Tigers chew
run game, this one may be exciting.
Passing has never been
Together, they were two of will face all season.
emphasized
under Duncan's old
the most impressive squads in
"We're going to have to grow
The Tigers do have plenty of
western Kentucky scrimmages up a lot this week," said Murray positive momentum on which to school wishbone and the Tigers
may look to throw even less
last week.
coach Steve Duncan. "This is build, however.
against
Madisonville's secondMurray fared well against one of the best teams we're
Senior running back and
traditional power Hopkinsville going to see right off the bat, and defensive back Brandon Wicks ary.
"They're fast and their secand recent juggernaut Lone Oak we've got to cut down on mental had a standout scrimmage and
ondary
will hardly let you throw
while Madisonville pushed two- errors."
may be earning himself a bulk of
time defending Class 3A chamMadisonville wasn't at the the carries in Murray's crowded a pass," Duncan said. "They run
to the ball very well and they
pion Louisville Central to the top of Duncan's scheduling backfield.
limit.
The running game was a matched up with Louisville
speed dial, and he certainly
But all that will be forgotten would have preferred his team highlight across the board for Central pretty good as far as
Friday night when the Tigers have another scrifnmage under the Tigers and Duncan was speed is concerned. They knock
and Maroons open their respec- its belt before facing such a for- especially pleased with the a lot of passes down."
The most notable name in
tive seasons in week 0 action at midable opponent.,
blocking he saw out of the backthat
secondary is Martinez
Ty Holland Stadium.
But altered district schedules field, an area that had previousDavis,
who has an offer from
It will be baptism by fire for threw a kink in scheduling ly been a concern.
Murray, which is playing up in throughout the state and Duncan
The ability to grind out Army and is being recruited by
class significantly against took the matchup in order to fill yardage on the ground will be other Division 1 schools.
Madisonville, a team that will his team's slate.
crucial for both teams Friday
m See TIGERS,2C

TIGERS WILL BE TESTED AGIUNST ATHLETIC

30-

utin-

KYSER LOUGH / MIT Me photo
Murray head coach Steve Duncan brings his captains on the field for the coin toss prior to a game at Ty Holland Stadium during the 2008 season. A new corps of captains will accompany Duncan when the Tigers open the 2009 season against Class
5A Madisonville-North Hopkins Friday night at the old stadium.

2008 FINAL
STANDINGS

Friday

CIASS 1A, Dismicr 1
Cnttenden Co.
Mayfield
Oallard Mem.
Fulton City
Fulton Co.

6-0
3-2
2-3
1-3
0-4

10-4
7-6
6-6
3-7
1-9

LASS 2A, Disnucr 1
rigg Co.
urray
Caldwell Co.
Heath
Fieidland

4-0
3-1
2-2
1-3
0-4

6-6
8-4
7-4
2-9
1-9

Union Co.
McLean Co.
Muhlenberg S.
Webster Co.
Pad. Tilghman

4-0
2-2
2-2
1-3
1-3

8-6
5-6
5-6
3-8
2-8

[Rakers, Tigers on common ground

CALLOWAY, CALDWELL
DEBUT NEW QUARTERBACKS,
CLASS 3A, Disrmcr 1
1WEAKED OFFENSES

CLASS 4A, Disnucr 1
Calloway Co.
Lone Oak
Hop. Co. Cent.
Muhlenberg N.

2-1
2-1
2-1
0-3

11-3
10-2
7-4
1-10

CLASS 5A, Disnucr 1
Christian Co

pwensboro
Hopkinsville
Ohio Co.

5-0
2-2
1-3
0-3

13-2
11-2
7-5
1-1C

CLASS 6A, DISTRICT 1
Deviess Co.
5-0
Henderson Co. 4-1
M-ville-N. Hop. 2-3
Graves Co.
2-3
Marshall Co.
1-4
b-boro Apollo 1-4

9-2
7-4
7-4
5-6
3-7
2-8

Sr TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
Josh McKee! and David Barnes found
common ground and a Week 0 date when
both coaches were left high and dry with just
nine regular season games for the 2009 season.
But as Friday night's season opener in
Princeton looms, Calloway County's
McKeel and Caldwell County's Barnes are
finding the commonalities extend far beyond
schedule juggling.
Both schools will debut first-time starters
at quarterback and both newcomers are
charged with replacing two of the most prom See LAKER% 2C

Friday
Calloway Co. at Caldwell Co.
When. 730 pm
Where: Tiger Stadium (Princeton. ky
Records: Cattoway County 0-0 (0-0 1 4A) Caldwell
Count? 0-0 (0-0 1-2A1
Keys to the game- The 1 Akers offensive line needs
to be dominant, allowing the offense to move the bell
on the ground until a shaky passing game develops
Both teams have plenty of new Personnel on offense
and whoever can limit tumOve•S will have an edge

Sy MW Sports Inkruseden
When Murray State senior
Wes Cunningham slid home
with the game-winning run in
the bottom of the 11th inning to
give the Broncos the 2-1 victory,
he, along with teammates Kyle
Tiernan, Chris Craycraft and
Elliot Frey capped off an incredible summer as the El Dorado
Broncos captured the 2009
National Baseball Conference
World Series.
"I don't remember running,"
Cunningham said about the winning run. "I just remember Andy
yelling four (home plate) and I
started going home. I was 'on
third and I knew I was going to
score. After I slid, I just looked
for the first person I saw and it
was KT (Kyle Tiernan). I figured I better grab somebody
because I knew I was going to
be dog piled when I scored."
The incredible summer ended
with the Broncos compiling a
41-9 record and winning their
fifth layhawk League championship. The Broncos did net
lose a game on their way to the
NBC Midwest Regional and the
NBC World Series.
The top of the Bronco lineup
looked very familiar to 'Breds
fans. Tiernan led off, followed
by Frey hitting second and
Cunningham third. The trio
played a major role in the championship-game
victory
as
'Tiernan started the game with a
solo home run down the rightfield line, Frey collected a base
hit and Cunningham scored the
game-winning run.
Not to be overshadowed this
summer was the pitching performance of Craycraft. The
Lexington, Ky., native was virtually unbeatable as he went 6-1
with a 1.66 ERA. He allowed
just 12 runs and struck out 44 in
65.2 innings. He also put together a streak of 26 innings without
allowing a run.

MLR ROUNDUP:
ST. LOUIS 4,
LOS ANGELES 3,

Redbirds
having a
Holliday
CARDS' NEWEST
ACQUISITION
LEADS TEAM TO
VICTORY

LOS ANGELES(AP)—- Two
mistakes
ended
Adam
Wainwright's no-hit bid. Luckily
for the St. Louis Cardinals, they
still won the game.
Matt Holliday's sacrifice fly
snapped a ninth-inning tie for a
3-2 victory over the Los Angeles
Dodgers on Wednesday night in
the series finale between two
first-place teams. It was the
, Cardinals' fifth consecutive
series win over the Dodgers..
"I would've liked to be on the
winning side, but it's still a. big
win for the team," said
Wainwright. who was perfect
through four innings with two
strikeouts.
The Cardinals took two out of
three from the Dodgers to maintain their NL Central lead of 5 1/2
games over the Chicago Cubs.
who beat San Diego and open a
four-game series in Los Angeles
on Thursday.
"These guys compete and
they're very gritty," Cardinals
manager Tony La Russa said.
TOMMY DILLARD / MLT Me photo
The loss reduced the Dodgers'
Calloway County coach Josh McKeel leads his team in a prayer before the Lakers'
lead in the NL West to
1/2
state semifinal game at Bullitt East last December. The Lakers bid to duplicate
games over Colorado. their
2008's run begins Friday in Princeton
smallest margin since May 12.
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Memphis
forced to
vacate 38
wins from
07-08 season
.CALIPARI NOT
NAMED IN REPORT
: MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) —
MeMphis will be forced to vacate
the -record 38 victories from its
Final Four season of 2007-08,
acthrding to a report by the
Memphis Commercial Appeal.
l'he newspaper,citing a source
close to the situation, said on its
Web site Wednesday night that
the NCAA will on Thursday
release findings of its investigatiorinto violations committed by
thr;program.
The NCAA investigated
whether someone took the SAT
exam for a player on that Final
Pole.team. Memphis was notified
of potential violations in January
and met with the NCAA in June.
; The NCAA planned a news
konterence in Indianapolis at 4
It.m. Thursday, and Dr. Shirley
Raines, president of Memphis,
the Associated Press the
scbool will hold its own media
tonlerence shortly afterward.
:::Memphis coach Josh Partner
:deitined to comment on the
mrts Thursday morning, defer:Alt:to university officials.
-:..7tidemphis finished 38-2 in
404-08, setting the NCAA
Weal for wins in a season. The
lost 75-68 to Kansas in
in the national champigame.
would be the second time
Memphis and former coach
Calipari had to vacate Final
Asir seasons. The Tigers were
Sitipp.W of their 1985 appearance
and Calipari's Massachusetts
team lost its 1996 berth.
Memphis athletic director
R.C. Johnson,coach Josh Pastner
and a spokennan for the team
couldn't be reached for comment
Wednesday night.
Calipari, appearing at the
Kentucky StatePair on Thursday,
had no comment because the
report had not been officially
released but did say he would be
"disappointed" if Memphis was
-snipped of its trip to the Final
Mitch Barnhart, the president
of Kentucky who hired Capri
away from Memphis earlier this
year, told the AP last week he's
not concerned about the potential
violations that became known
only after Calipari was hind.The
coach has not been deemed "at
risk" by the NCAA,and Biunhart
stressed Calipari is eager to help
the Wildcats win the right way.
"There's one thing John says,
'I want my banners to count for
something and I want to put the
rings on the fmgers and let them
stay there,— Barnhart said.
!That's important to him sad so
he-is embracing any help that we
'err him to make sure we're able
le:at the end of the day, not have
lo look over our shoulder's and
1,vorry."
: The Commercial Appeal's
source was unaware ofany penalties beyond this season.

From Page 1C
lific signal callers in western
Kentucky last season.
At Caldwell, three-year
starter Will Barnes is gone, leaving his father no experienced
conductor for the Tigers' finelytuned Tony Franklin spread
offense.
Calloway's predicament is
similar. Casey Brockman walks
on for Murray State this fall after
rewriting the school's record
books over just two seasons as a
staitYture You're rePloorell
two-or-three-year sway at quertetheok. things are going to be
different," McKeel add. "We're
trying to find our identity on
offense, and I'm sure they're
going through some of the same
thinp."
For Calloway, finding that
identity means first settling on a
M_ querterback.
The Laken have operated as
if senior Jordan Burkeen would
be Brockman's successor, but
McKee)said Wednesday he may
elect to go with freshman Tyler
Greer and would make a final
decision on Thursday.
In any case, McKeel has
acknowledged that his [Akers
will likely rely heavily on the run
after a preseason scrimmage in
which the passing game stumbled.
"There will definitely be
some tweaks," be said."We did
some things in the scrimmage —
two-tight. two-back nets — that
haven't been on Calloway
County's football field in a long
time. We've got to find out what
we do well and do it."
Calloway and C_aldwell's
offensive situations couldn't be
more similar. Both coaches traditionally rely heavily on the passing game in wide-open spread
systems.
But neither seems to have the
personnel to match such a system as the 2009 season kicks off.
Caldwell fans should also
anticipate a sithilar.Pransition to a
more conservative offense.
"We're going to probably
have to be more reliant on the
run than we have been," said
Barnes, who will start junior

Blake Hodges at quarterback.
"We've been almost 50-50, but
this year, we're looking at running the ball about 60 percent of
the time."
The Tigers return junior running back Brandon Sigler, who
has started 10/102 his freshman
season and carried for more than
900 yards last sawn. Jaquan
Glover and Trio Gray will also
receive carries and combined for
more than 800 yards in 2008.
Calloway may be equally
strong 1111 the backfield, but the
Laken are less proves,. Dion
1 prospect Toted Maio is not
expecad so pls.leaving Austin
lieprove and Michael Madam
as primary options to run behind
an offensive line that returns bur
2111121011.
'Ile running game is definitely ahead of the passing
game,"sad McKee!."It may not
be clicking oe all cylinders, but
when you have an offensive line
like we have and a back like
Austin Hargrove, we feel fairly
comfortable."
Complicating things further
for the Lakers is the injury bug
that has bitten the team during
the preseason.
As many as fifteen players
were in street clothes for
Calloway's scrimmage last
Friday at Fort Campbell and
while none of the injuries are to
projected starters, McKeel's
depth chart has suffered.
Among the injured are backup tight end and linebacker
Gabriel Martin and sophomore
Garrett Cowen, who was expected to see time at wide receiver.
"Our scout team look hasn't
been that great," McKee! said.
"Also, we were counting on
some of these guys for minutes
to give the older guys a breather
out there."
None of the injuries are serious and Calloway should be
back to full areagth within sevend weeks.
Osaka'
Barnes stye the key for his
team wal be to match Calloway
physically in the trenches.
Caldwell's small defensive
line was overpowered against
physical offensive fronts last

season. The offensive front just
so happens to be Calloway's
biggest strength.
-They're a physical football
team and the No. I thing for us is
that we're going to have to be as
physical as they are," Barnes
said. -They have good size up
front and that could cause us
some problems."
Resh
The 2009 season is the first
season in which the Weak concept • lies been used and, If'
104dCesi and Barnes had their
Was *Other would be playing
Pik* MOIL
11se Aiken were slated so
play Iwo scrimmages, than open
the deism Aug. 28 against
Murray before adding Caldwell
to the schedule several months
Mo.
Week 0 was the only date the
two schools could agree on,
leaving both teams with just one
scrimmage.
"White you're preparing for
an oppollent, you only have cap
Bbp ad one scrimmage ad gtt
tier epiid McKeel. "From Oar
own patepective, you hatu
hies everything you now*
would do in two scrims/gee sal
cram it into one. We haven't had
the opportunity to work on a lot
of in-game details."
know.miggeb
The Lakers went to Fart
Campbell last week, where they
raced 2008 Class SA runner-up
Christian County as well as a talented
Clarksville (Tenn.)
Northeast squad.
The outcome wasn't favorable for Calloway on the scoreboard, but McKeel did see some
positives on the defensive side of
the ball.
He couldn't say the same for
the offense.
"I thought our front eight
played great defensively," he
said. "We gave up the big play,
which you don't like to do, but
Christian County wasn't able to
drive the ball on us like they
watt Isstyear.
"We probably weren't real
ready for the caliber of what we
saw, but it will only make us better."
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
National League Standings
American Laague litendings
All Times CDT
NI Times CDT
East Division
nest Woo
W L Pct 08
W LPet 08
Philadelphia
68 49.581 —
70 46.029 —
New York
64 56.533 5 1/2
Florida
7
110Mon
1111 51.571
63 57.525 6 1/2
Atlanta
Amps say
05 64.646 10
56 64.46713 1/2.
New York
lbsOnlo
66 06.40619 1/2
43 77 35826 1/2
Washington
46 72.40027 1/2
Central Division
Central
W L Pet 08
W a,pet MI
—
St. Louis
09 53.566
Detroit
63 56.529 —
61 57.517
8
Chicago
2
Chomp
92 56.512
Houston
58 62.489 13
lianneerila
58 02,483 5 1/2
58 62 483 10
Milwaukee
Clevelend
51 86.429 12
Cincinnati
50 69_42017 1/2
Kansas City
47 73.2161P2
49 70 41218 1/2
Pittsburgh
West DivIelen
West Division
W L Pet 08
W L Pot 08
Los Angeles
73 45.619 —
71 50.587
—
Los Angeles
Texas
67 52.563 31/2
Colorado
87 53.558 3 1/2
VOW&
62 56.517 12
San Francisco
66 54.550 4 1/2
id
53 67.442 21
Arizona
San Diego

Wattliseders Owes
ChitiestWII Sox 4. Kaneohe City 2
LA. mesa 3. Cleveland 0
$WIM 3, DORA 1
isles 6,iiitarea I
8:3, Winton
6,imam 4
N.Y. Vanessa 3, Ositland 2
thwadera Chimes
Seam (Roailand-amite 2-1) at Detroit
(Washburn 0-7), 12:05 p.m.
LA. Angels (Lacissy 6-5)at Cleveland
(Masterson 3-4),806 p.m.
Boston (Lester 9-7) at Toronto (Cecil 51), 6:07 p.m.
Baltimore (Meituaz 1-2) at Tampa Bay
(J.91186136 7-9), 6011 p.m.
Minnesota (Swerzak 3-6) at Texas
(Holland 6-7), 7:05 p.m.
Pridays Genies
Seattle (French 2-3) at Cleveland
(D.Hulf 7-6), 6:05 p.m.
L.A. Angels (O'Sullivan 3-1)at Toronto
(Rmoczynald 1-3), 6:07 p.m.
N.Y. Yankees(NOSS 9-6) at Boston
(Penny 7-7), 8:10 p.m.
Texas(Nippon 4-1) at Tampa Bay
(Kazmir 7-7), 6:38 p.m.
Minneeots (Blackburn 8-8) at Kansas
City (Hochevar 6-8), 7.10 p.m.
&admix,(Guthrie 7-12) at Chicago
White Sox (G.Floyd 10-7), 7:11 p.m.
Detroit (E.Jackson 9-5) at Oakland
(G.Gonzalez 4-3). 9:05 p.m.

=

54 67.446
17
51 71 41620 1/2

Wednesday's Game
Philadelphia 8, Arizona 1
Colorado 5. Washington 4
Pittsburgh 3. Milwaukee 1
Atlanta 15, N.Y. Meta 2
San Francisco 1, Cincinnati 0
Houston 6, Florida 3
Chicago Cubs 7. San Diego 1
St Louis 3, L.A_ Dodgers 2

Thursday's Games
San Francisco (Cain 12-4) at Cincinnati
(Harang 6-14). 11 -35 a.m.
Arizona(0 Davis 7-10) at Philadelphia
(Stanton 7-8), 6:05 p.m.
Colorado (Hammel 7-7) at Washingaon •
(Mock 2-4). 8:05 p.m.
Atlanta (Kawakami 5-9) at N.Y. Meta
(J.Sentans 13-8), 8:10 p.m.
Florida (Jo.Johnson 12-2) at Houston
(W.Rodriguez 11-7), 7:06 p.m.
St. Louis (Pineiro 11-9) at San Diego
(Stauffer 1-5), 9:05 p.m.

Chicago Cubs (Gorzelanny 5-2) at L.A.
Dodgers (Jet.Weaver 5-4), 9:10 p.m.
Friday's Games
Cincinnati (Cueto 8-10) at Pittsburgh
(Morton 2-6), 6:05 p.m.
Milwaukee (Looper 10-6) at Washington
(J.Marlin 2-2), 6:05 p.m.
Philadelphia (Hamel, 7-7) at N.Y. Mete
(Pelfrey 8-8), 6:10 p.m.
Florida (A.Sanchez 1-4) at Atlanta
(J.Vazquez 10-5), 6:35 p.m.
Arizona (V.Petit 2-7) at Houston (Oswalt
6-4), 7:05 p.m.
San Francisco (J.Sanchez 5-10) at
Colorado(Cook 10-5), 8:10 p.m.
St. Louis (Lohae 5-7) at San Diego
;
(Richard 2-0), 9:05 p.m.
Chicago Cubs (R.Wialls 9-5) at L.A. ;
Dodgers (Wolf 7-6), 910 p.m_

SpoitsBriefs

lingers
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imullostabis
The Tigers are healthy going into Friday's openDuncan is high on his own secondary as well
after last week's scrimmage, saying it is one of the er with one notable exception.
Senior Devon Smith, a projected starter at wide
fastest he has ever coached.
"I liked ow secondary, even though Lone Oak receiver and in the defensive backfield, may be on
was able to throw the ball some," he said. 'They the shelf Friday after falling ill at practice this
were dropping deep quicker than I've ever had a week.
He is being evaluated by a doctor and Duncan
secondary drop before."
There are concerns on the frontline for Murray, said the setback could have been heat-related.
Atlases allndasent
however, and that doesn't bode well against the
Duncan says the biggest difference in how his
Maroons' spread option attack.
Duncan is still searching for the right compo- team approached this year's preseason scrimmage
nents to the defensive line and says he'll likely as opposed to last was attitude.
He hopes it carries over to week 0, where the
alter starters based on the opposing team's offenTigers will need all the attitude they can muster.
sive scheme.
"I really liked how the seniors were prepared
In moving down to Class 5A, Madisonville
finds itself in a more challenging district than the Friday," he said. "Hopefully that filters down and
one in which they played in 6A. The Maroons will sets and example. They were ready to go. If they
have to contend with powerful Owensboro and can do that every week, we won't worry about the
other team. We'll just get ourselves prepared."
Christian County, as well as Hopkinsville.
Blecidngbucha
Third-year head coach Will Weaver took the
Junior running backs Matt Deese and Shickill
Maroons front 5-5 in his first season to 7-4 last
year, but Madisonville must replace many of its Davis earned praise from Duncan for their blockoffensive starters. including 2,000-yard passer ing in last week's scrimmage.
The two have been the top responders to the
Matt Levin and its top rushers and receivers.
Weaver had an interesting offseason himself. coach's call for better blocking out of the backHe left Madisonville to take the head coaching job field. Fullback Terrell Buck is also improving,
at Mercer County,then resigned two days later and Duncan said.
Deese, Davis, Buck. Wicks and Demoree Fields
returned to his former team.
will be the top candidates for carries Friday night.

•The 2009 CallOway County High School football team, cheerleaiiOrs, band, dance team and volleyball team. as well as middle school
football teeth and tfieerleaders will kick off the season with the annOal
'Meet the Lakers' tonight at 6:30 p.m. at Jack D. Rose Stadium.
Hamburgers and hot dogs will be served. Tickets for parents and other
guests will be $5. The Touchdown Club will be selling memberships, Tshirts and other Laker merchandise. The public is invited to attend.
IN Miller Memorial Gott Course will hold a Junior Golf Clinic on
Mondays this fall, beginning on Sept. 14. The clinic will begin at 5 p.m.
and last until 6:15 and will be held Sept. 14, 21 and 28 and Oct. 5, t2
and 19. Age limit is 13 and participation is limited to the first 20 paid
entries.
III Murray State University's Program of Distinction in
Telecommunications Systems Management will host the AT&T Women
in Telecom Gott Day on Thursday. Sept. 17, at Miller Memorial GO
Course. This event was developed specifically for women in the telecom
Industry and is designed for women who may or may not play golf. Since
AT&T is sponsoring the event, the Center for TSM at MSU is only asking for donations from each participant. This will go toward the AT&T
scholarship fund to be awarded to females entering the MSU TSM program in the fall 2010 semester. Activities include basic golf instructKin
with MSU Women's Golf Coach Velvet Milkman and Miller Golf Courae
Director Will Snodgrass and lunch sponsored by AT&T where attendees
will hear from guest speaker Mary Pat Regan, president of AT&T
Kentucky. Any professional woman who is interested is encouraged to
participate. To register, visit www.murraystate.eduitsrnictsm. For more
information about the AT&T Women in Telecom Golf Day, contact Amber
Anderson at (270) 809-39E17.

PREP GOLF ROUNDUP

Wagner, Reynolds lead JV
Lakers to Tuesday win
Staff Roped
Calloway County defeated
Community Christian in a junior
varsity golf match Tuesday at
Oaks Country Club.
The Lakers shot 167 as a
team while CCA shot 171.
Connor Wagner and Jacob
Reynolds each shot 39 to pace
Calloway. Ryan Butler fired a 40
and Jeremy Pruitt came in at 48.
On Saturday, the Calloway
boys will travel to Ballard
County Country Club for the
Ballard Invitational while the
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Today In Prep Sports
Bey. SOCCOr

•

Calloway Co at Marshall Co
7 p.m
Murray at Mayfield
7- 30 p.m
Girls Soccer
Lone Oak at Calloway Co.
7 p.m.
Paducah Tilghman at Murray 7.15 p.m
Volleyball
Fulton Co at Murray
6 p.m
Chr. Fellowship at Calloway Co. 7 p.m
Golf
Murray at Pad Tilghman, Hickman Co
(Paxton Park)
4 p m.

girls will go to Paxton Park for
the
Paducah
Tilghman
Invitational.

Smoltz agrees to deal with Cardinals
ST. LOUIS (AP)
John
Smoltz agreed to a deal with the
St. Louis Cardinals on
Wednesday, giving the 42-yearold former ace a chance to rejuvenate his career in the middle
of a pennant race.
Smoltz joined the NL Central
leaders shortly after he cleared
waivers, following his release
by Boston. He was 2-5 with an
8.33 ERA in eight starts for the
Red Sox.
General
manager
John

Mozeliak said Smoltz would
likely start Sunday at San Diego,
and would probably get at least a
few turns in the rotation. The
GM said Smoltz didn't ask to
start as a "negotiating ploy."
"He had very little demands,Mozeliak said on a confereice
call. "He had no demands. hem
everything he had heard about
this club, he was excited to take
this Opportunity. The reason for
the start was just to get him
work and know what we have...
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Adverbsers are requested to check
the first insertion of their ads for any
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The Fiscal Year 2008-09 Annual Financial Report of the

httiataMeammeaxamitebesdeau&
Click on "About Us"at the top of the page, then "Financial
Info." Other required documents are on file at the Murray
Board of Education, 208 South 13th Street, Murray, KY 42071.
This has been published in accordance with KRS 160.463 and
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TOP quality
consignment furniture,
accessories and
antiques.
Reed Interiors
003 Mein St.
753-6301

We offer competitive wages and en•
beryl' pecluige. Must be licensed in the
Stale of Kentucky.
Apply in person it BritNieven of Benton
2007 Main Street Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE

KRS 424.20

litelpoNd

G&C

STORAGE and,
PROPANE..

74 Ford 4000 SU
Tractor w/equipment.
(270)436-5282 C(270)227-3856

119 E. Main.
(270) 753-5266 • ,
Cell:(270) 293-4143
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. ACF'

EquiPuRT

In Loving Memory

Laurie Barlow
August 20, 1961
May 8, 2009
To anyone who ever loved you.
You are the strength that
resides in me forever.
You are the hope that shines brightly.
You are a smile on the faces of the
faces that love you.
You are someone that everyone knows.
Wherever you are is where
everyone goes.
And I can't help but think what I do now.
Will I see you someday, will I find you
somehow. Our times together though cut
short were precious & dear.
However it happened may never be clear.
I'm here, but you're gone.
I don't understand, but you're leading the
way always holding my hand.
And when the sun rises I look for you still.
And then I remember & remember I will.
We all stand beside you we
all love you still.
We're missing you now & forever,
we always will.
For those remain not let your love wait.
When they're no longer here it's
always too late.
So we roll the days over again and again.
And where we have ended is
where we begin.
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Old Salem Cemetery
would like to thank
Calloway Co. Monument for
resetting the head stones that was
damaged by vandals and weather.
Thank you so much.
The Families of
Old Salem Cemetery

$1,000 REWARD
leading to the arrest
,and conviction of person or persons
involved with the theft
of a black feather*e
trailer, and It contents. Trailer is 22-23
feet long and is a vnose enclosed trailer.
Was stolen from the
Murray State Expo
center parking lot,
around the date of
August 10-11 2009.
School books, bed,
couch, TV, stereo, Etc.
included. Contact
.Wade (812)584-5150

I Park for
Tilghman

inals
tz would

lords
Slink*
Inds
Ihdrole
Dusey

Neese

Houston

-2) at L.A.L,
10 p.m.

p

$8.25 First Day -20 words or less - Over 20 words S.30 each
Additional Coneecidive Days: $.12 per word per day.
.35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)

Y. Meta

n Diego

\I

111101 Whihtell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday BOO a.m.-S:00 p.st.•

Murray Independent School District has been posted on the
District website for public viewing.
If you wish to view this report, go to the following address:

S
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*LSO Column Inch,40% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Arts Must Run Within 6 Day Period.)
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
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Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Aib

litit GB
187 158 3 1/2
150 4 1/2
146 17
11820 1/2
se

DEADLINES

NOW MIME

FRESH COUNTRY
SAUSAGE
for sale at Farmer's
Market at Fairgrounds
'Tuesdays & Saturdays
Stubblefield Farm
' 753-3187

TK
71 ItrUNIOrn
4,NVIIII0 BMW<
mum *arrow
RAPIORif 1000
MOT) KT 111( /WC
Orandoes
(270)345-4413

NOTICE
Adveilleare are
requested to check
the Brat ineedion of
their ad for any
error. Warm Ledger
& Times will be
responsible for only
one Incorrect insertion. Any error
should be
reported inonedistiely so corrections can
be mode.
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
Inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their
own
risk.
Although persons and
companies mentioned
herein are believed to
be reputable, The
Ledger &
Murray
Times, nor any of Its
employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for their activities.

LOOKING for roommate near the lake
$125 month.
270-227-4234

BARTENDER, DAY
SHIFT 641 Club In
Puryear, Tennessee.
Good pay for the right
person. 3 or 4 days a
week. Must be neat in
appearance.
Bring
resume in person 11-8.
731-644-3796

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webPSe
murrayledgercom.
you will be redirected
to jobeetworircorn.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this webaite.
However. aa a national
webaitc, aot all listings
on the jobestsvork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.
FIRST Presbyterian
Church in Paris, TN Is
looking for a patt-time
acoompaNst Organ &
piano sidle required.
Competitive
salary.
Please send resume
to: P.O. Box 107, Paris,
TN 30242 or e-mall to:
fpcparis0charterinternet.COrn
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply In
person Mem 7.00P.
No phone calls.
LPN/RN every other
weekend 6aep 12
hours. Apply in person
at
Green
Acres
HeeithCare, 402 W.
Farthing, Mayfield KY.
Practical Dental
Aseletkig
RegiMration is now
open oleos begins on
Sept 12,2000.
Classes are scheduled
on Saturdays for 11
weeks, allowing you to
keep your present hob
while you gain skills for
•rewarding career.
Most dental assistants
have evenings, weekends, and holidays off.
Information and registration forms available
a
www.bottledentaleo
m or call OW office
270-442-0256
Financing Available
Enrollment is Limited,
SMALL construction
company in Aurora
seeks part-time bookkeeper for one or two
days a week. Duties
include account management, filing, invoicing, payroll secretarial
work and possible
errands. Must be computer proficient and be
obis to work unsupervised. Bookkeeping
and Cruickbooks experience is preferred.
(270) 293-5532 for an
application.

SPORTABLE SCOREBOARDS
is accepting resumes
loran
Accounting
Asociciale/Reoeptionist
Position
includes
vouchering Accounts
Payable,
invoicing,
data entry, general
clerical duties requking
good organizational
skills and attention to
detail, processing
company
operating
phone system, greeting visitors, and other
accounting duties as
required.
Successful candidate
will be personable with
excellent phone skills
kind be proficient in
Word
and
Excel.
Minimum of 1-2 years
experience in
an
accounting environment is a plus.

FOR Sale: Productive
wood working business with customer
base. Interested parties only.
(270)970-7002

[7:1

SPORTABLE SCOREBOARDS offers competitive
.;es and
Submit
benefits.
resume to:
recruitIng*econriboardl.corn
or send to: Human
Resources, 106 Max
Hurt Drive, Murray KY
42071

S PORTAILE
SOORIEROAROS has
an immediate opening
for a Prolog Mentor
who will work as a
member of the Special
Prolects Team.
This position will be
responsible for managing individual proiects
from start to finish,
working with other
teem members on now
product and process
development
This
position will work with
CAD drawings, product manuals, and plant
layout.
The successful candidate will be a team
player with•manufacturing
background,
leadership abilities and
be knowledgeable in
AutoCad.
An
Engineering
Tech
Degree or minimum 24 years experience in
Prolect Management is
desired.
S portsbi•
Scoreboards offers a
competitive
benefit
and wage package
and the opportunity for
advancement. Email
your
resume
to:
H YPERLINK
"mailto:em_recruitingescoreboarol.corn
em recruiting0accre004011-cce or mail to:
Resources,
Human
106 Max Hurl Drive,
Murray KY 42071_

MON COIMPUTIRS

*/moues,Cab Larry
753-3533
BUYING
Junk Care. trucks and
tractors. 436-5235,
227-6004
gi:Mgind U.S. Coin
collections.
Paying
Blue Book value.
293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used carpeting,
air cond., elec. baseboard & gas heaters.
elec. range, refrigerator, storm windows,
etc.753-4109

Ankles
Far leis
24FT. Pontoon boat.
Wieder weight gym,
massage table &
chair.(270)354-5078
42 round oak table, 4
chairs, like new.
Computer & game,
works good.
762-7354

RED & *tale wine &
lolly grains for sal.
270-227-1347.

1996 16)00 Atlantic,
38R/2BA,4-acres,
KIrksey area.
(270)558-2861
2002 Clayton 16x80
vinyl siding, 3BR,28A,
excellent condition.
270-489-2525.
•28R,2BA 16x70
1998 Clayton home on
1/2 acre near Kenlake
SRP. Full refurbishment just complete.
$29,900.
.48R, 213A 28x60
2001 Fleetwood home
on
3/4-acre. 10-miles
north of Murray 1-mile
off
Hwy-641. $42,900.
270-791-9792.
MOBILE home on 1/2
acre w/porches, outbuildings & carport, 2
miles from Murray.
(270)293-5870

2 BR,$250 month,
$250 deporilL 1 year
lease, KY Lake,
Patterson Point.
436-6280
28R double wide, new
carpet, new paint,
large yard, w/d hookup. $300/mo +deposit.
497 Post Oak Dr.,
Murray.
Pets
ok
w/ackled deposit.
270-753-7522.
270-978-5884,

t. A R
Sit IC TION
tisi 411•1•11AINI( 1. S.

2 BR apt near MSU.
Move in free days
Coleman RE
753-9898
2. 38R available
Various locations
Coleman RE
753-9898

WHIRLPOOL mecleaning stove, white
with black trim. nice
$175.00/080
761-1317

ELECTROLUX. Kirby
& Rainbow vacuum
cleaners, discontinued
models
save big
Sporting
Jerry's
Goods. Mayfield

NICE 2BR duplex,
C/1-1/A, washer, dryer,
deck & shed.No pets.
1 yr lease,
ciripowt/$450.
rent/5475. 1811A
Ridgewood. Phone
753-7991 or 226-9001
4 BR. 2 BA, all appliances. Move in free
days Coleman RE
753-9898

1.2t ',
If

2BR, 2BA, garbage, 501 South 81ti St.
water & csble InchidNice
ed,$860 month, 1 year
3-BR, 1 BA,dining,
lease, 104 Park St. living, bonus room,
753-9479 ask for
washer, dryer, refrigerDebbie Mac or 759ator, stove, dishwash1509 after 5:00pm.
er, beautiful hard*4 BR brick, 2-1/2
woodle.
270-761-1317.
both, all appliances,
no pets, 1 year loess,
Taal-1/2
$700/month, depost; ,•
.+
*1 BR upstairs $275.
402-0526
No pets.
ONE or two bedroom
•Smel 28R mobile
house for rent in counhome in Akno. No
try. Comes with applipots.
ances, one bath and
753-4937
carport. One year
DUPLEX for rent, all
lease, one month
appliances.
757deposit, no pets.
SIM
$575.00. Call
DUPLEX Lynn Grove
270-753-2905.
on 94W. Large, 28R.
1.5 bath, garage, all
C/H/A,
appliances,
water, sewer, and trash
A& Warehousing
pick-up furnished. 1
Near
MSU $20-50.
small
indoor
pet
753-7868
allowed. $875 mo.
293-7404
LARGE 38R apt,
newly remodeled, on
cwnpue, CM/A, W&D,
6600 water, sewage &
trash furnished, no
pv46.750-4896,
293-4800

1

1

1

AL

RENTALS •
MINI-STORAGE •
TA S.4TH ST.
Omar dui& &GleadaIL
10XI0 $25 1.151140
(275)434-2524,,,
(276)293-MN

FOR lease 48s46
metal building, 128.
walls, insulated, gas
heat. Located at 406
Circle,
Sunbury
Murray. Call
270-436-2935
RETAIL Store in
Hazel. 2500 SF +/plus 960 SF porch.
Really nice?
$750.00/month.
Additional 2500 SF
available for only
$400.00 more if
needed.
270-492-8211
South Center office/
business for rent.
1,000 sq,ft,., 700 sq.ft.
753-0606

NOW LEASING
1. 2& 3bedroorn Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply M Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 739-4964.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
I

•:t1
Read
All Aboufl
•:1
It!

THREE bedroom 2
bath duplex with double garage. All appliances, one year lease,
one month deposit, no
pets. $750.00. Call
270-753-2905.
TOWNHOUSES for
rent. 4 BR 2.5 BA,
refrigerator,
oven,
stove, washer & dryer
included. Close to
Murray State $650 a
month. Call
270-348-0458.

WA111) I IIKINS

26R Duplex, C/H/A,
all appliances, newly
remodeled, 1003-B
Northwood
(270)753-0259

•

270-7674111
Specializing in newly built
I & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water, sewer, trash & Cable TV included
Appliances included. No PETS!

YAMAHA
Trumpet
including music stand,
electronic metronome,
mouth piece puller,
$460. 753-7526.

1 BR apt, various toecations. Coleman RE.
Move in free days.
753-9898
CROSLEY heavy duty
dryer. 2 years old.
$125. 270-873-2317

www.murraykyapartments.com

Misled

**OWNER Finance"
16x80 38R, 25e on
3.5 acres. $2.950
down, $545 • month.
3380 Guthrie Rd.,
Paris. 270-753-1011

KEY MINI
WAREHOUqES

Amway Manapanant. LLC

1111

Service/Sales
Repeal/Upgrade*
MM.

HOUSECLEANING
270-293-5006

Aft lkis ads placed In our paper are
pooled on our waballe for fie& Call
7101411111 so place yew ad todayl

Motorcyle
helmets,
hackiets, boots. saddle
bags. Jerry Sporting
Goods, Mayfield, KY.

subscrlb. tc) thiC:;:: I

7.7I

LEDGER
Hems Delivery
3 me.-SIM

Local Mali:::
(cal.,...0 •
3 wok-SSA
1 yL-SUM 6
1 yr. --.3110.111111_

1

-. .
1
I
I
I

1 6 ma,............$10.0111
1 1 pst.-S1.111.40
219 Woodlawn 3BR
IBA, stove refrigerator,
w/d, C/H/A $675/mo.
$675/deposit,
pets
considered 227-6973.
759-1771
38R very nice, carport,
hardwood floors. Also
4BR, 2BA. Coleman
RE
753-9898
OLDER 28R, 1-BA
house in Hazel, C/H/A,
no pets. 731-498-8312
after 5pm

1
I Check

Money Order

Visa

1
••• 1
ht/C
. ..." 1
•

I
1

•

;•;
• I

Name

*;1
'-'' I
:•.• I
----7-:-.' I
III State
....: • I
Zip
I
•••• I
Daytime Ph.
I
.
I
Mail this coupon with payment to: •'
I St Address
I
City

1

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call 12701 753-1916
a

•tr• Thursday, August 20, 2009

PUBLIC AUCTION

CLASSIFIEDS
ABSOLUTE LAND AUCTION

Saturday, Aug. 22 , 009•10 a.m.

August 292009

4611 Radio Rd,Ahno
Mike Orton
From Murray, KY 641 North to Hwy. 1346,turn
• right, go 1 block, turn right. See auction signs.
Marco work station, 7 drawer - snap on Matco rachct handle & broker bar - 3/4", 1/2", 3/8" & 1/4" many specialty
stems - set of snap on starter wrenches - set of snap on angle
wrenches - Blue Point snap ring pliers - C ring wrenches large open & box I" to 2" - some Craftsman Feeler gauges
3 drawer top box - C Craftsman tool box 3 stack - cutting
heads & tips name brand - gauges oxygen & acetylene - new
i'ha cable 14" dry cut saw - extra blade in box - snap on
,13op creeper - Craftsman shop vise - pipe vise - shop hammers - horse shoeing items - large bench grinder - metal
work table - wall mount computer table - Pintle hitch - post
drivers - shovels - yard tools - come along - rack for horse
.shoes - lot of good steel - pipe wrenches - Dody pliers - vise
grip - large clever w/hooks - wire crimper pliers - auto repair
Manual - air bags for a Peterbilt truck - shop repair books - 3
'pt. hay spear - 3 pt. heavy duty pallet fork - 3 pt. post hole
'digger - heavy trailer jack stand - steel post - round stack,
angle & flat 10' to 12' length - 3/8" to 1/2" new cable and
Imich more.
' Not • risible or accidents. 1 _ award*.
CAN t.11LLEQ

I0

•
MURRAY KY &
PANS a/WNW ni

160.1144 Aeres

3 Miss NM We*IAN

ATTENTION: FARMERS,
INVESTORS & HUNTERS.

Cti1:21==
fI

I1/
s'I r ,
MEAL -: ANN Si: Wadi'24.586 Acres • We r 7.867
Acres • Tract r 10.788 Acres • Tract C 5e.e20 Acres • Tract V 8.472 Acres
S

t4

T
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! v1 ° E

nr0!
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BUSINESS
SERVICES
*DISH NETWORK
Satellite TV systems
Installed FREE this
week! 100+ Channels
819.99 No bank
account needed! No
$11$ down needed!
(868)689-0523 Call
now for (tetanal

Real Eitat• SOPS
At 10:00 AM!
Regardless Of Priced
REAL ESTATE 1310. Doss Gay Of Salo
Dams In 30 Doss A10% WsPleleffll
Bo /died To Fisi Edo Md Included In
The Caldron Ma

• .—. I 1's

'

I

,

www.harrleassatkins.corn

11

:I

s

Call or Visit Our Mebane:

11 I S ".`,

EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE
'SAWMILLS From only

N14
•••

August 28, 2009 at 5:00 p.m.
The Parvin Miller Farm
9497 State Route 121 North,
Murray,KY 42071

EL.

'Ins&Maws
38R, 2 BA now con-

2004 Skeeter ZX225,

struction,1318
Larkspur, Campbell
Estate.
8229,000.
Call for appt.
753-3988, 293-9747.

Yamaha
225.
Minnkota
101,
lowranc• X15 & 320
on dash and in dash
flasher, 4 bank charger, hotfoot, butt seat,
garage kept, excellent
condition, 821,500.00
270-293-4400.

802 Sunny Lane,
313R„ 1.5BA, brick
exterior, new metal
roof, lots of updates.
C/H/A,
1,427 sq. ft. 8115,000.
210-7768

APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(k70) 293-6726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

I It \\ I
\
\t I

BRUSH & HAMMES
"'SPECIAL"
150 off painting of
2 rooms

L,. `‘.
l'

I

t,

;

•Painting •Fix-it's
• Repairs•Decks
pressure washed
& stained

(270)438-2228
0

227-0687
753-2363

W

ebs &ATTs

auction.

For morei.o

2007 Kawasaki Vulcan
900 Custom, low
miles, $5,000/0B0
293-7431.
2007 Yamaha Virago,
1,400 miles, garage
kept, maroon w/ helmet. 82,500.
270-437-4472
03 Harley Davidson
100th
Anniversary
lowrider, lots of extras.
87,600. 293-9046.
2000 350 Banshee
FMF exhaust, many
more extras. 83,200.
293-7781

Tad Si

1 .
1

2-FAMILY
YARD SALE

USED TIRES

GATESBOROUGH
Yard Ilste
INSIDE HUGE
YARD SALE
104 N. 15TH ST.
ACROSS FROM
SPARKS HALL
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-2700
Items from an estate,
pans, dishes, small
appliances, women's
clothing, *worry, vintage items, and
much more.

FRIDAY & SAT
11-?
Miscellaneous

YARD SALE
Corner of
Outland School
Rd and Ezell
Frl I Sat
8:00-5:00
Power tools,
household items,
women's clothes

GIANT
YARD SALE

WATERFRONT
SALE!
LalosOront Lot
ad Doc& BuM
only
9411,900
(wee $124,900)
Owner
must sell spectacular
lakefront lot w/
boat dock already
built on fabulous
180,000
acre recreational take
in KY. Paved rd w/
utils
8 new survey.
Excellent financing.
Call now
1-800-704-3154, x
3148. WWW.kylakesale.com

1204 STORY
*deer & Taws. Fait.
tin...tag A. Al...-.

AVENUE
FRIDAY 81
SATURDAY
8:00-4:00
Bargains to knock
your socks oft!

Flu*

HALEY Real Estate
Appraising
270-759-4218
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4.4 acres on 121 South, 4-miles from
Murray (Fox Rd)
492-6283

R

as For Saki

2.5 story house on 8
acres with barn. With
picturesque view East
of town, less than 1/2
mile from courthouse.
$199,500. 293-7252.

Call 753-5606

438-2887 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete
tree
removal, gutter
cleaning. hauling, etc.
Insured. Emergency
293-6377
438-5141

TOYOTA Camry LE,
92, excellent condition $2,500 OBO.

AAFFORDABLE
Hauling. Clean out
garages, gutters, )(ink
& tree work.

759-4340
07 Mazda RX-8
Black, 31,XXX
270-293-9734

2003 Nissan Anima
2.5S, silver, excellent
condition. NADA price
$8,475. Asking $7,975.
Need to sell; just
bought new car. Call
Wendy 293-2932.

'Motivated? Good with
Picas? Love the Sun?
Free to Travel? Call Uz
at 888-355-6755. Paid
Training and Free
Transportation.

•Ky Health Training:
Nurse Aide Training,

SPORTING/SPORT-

ING 0000$
'STAY AND PLAY at
one of Kentucky's top
golf courses. Cherry
Biossom, Georgetown
Call 502-570-9489
about Stay and Play.
including furnished
tovaihome, golf for four.

TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
411H Trucking
Company. Driver
Trainees Needed! No
CDL- NO PROBLEM'
Earn up to WOO/ week.
Company endorsed
CDL Training. Job
assistance. Financial
assistance. 888-7805539
•CDL-A Flatbed Drivers
Up to .400. Good
Benefits, Home Time,
Paid Vacation. Lease
Purchase Available.
0TH experience
required. No felonies.
800-441-4271 xKY-100.
*Drivers- Miles &
Freight: Positions available ASAP! CDL-A with
tanker required. Top
pay, premium benefits
and MUCH MORE!
Call or visit us online.

877-484-3081
wsiwkoakleytransport.c
om
'FREE tuition for CDL
Class-A training. You
must be LAID OFF,
Collecting
Unemployment or
-

•A NEW COMPUTER
Phlebotomy training.
NOWIIII Brand Name
Lexington &
laptops a desktops
Georgetown. Day,
exhausted benefits and
Bad or NO Credit- No
Night, Weekend classmeet employment hirProblem Smallest
es. 859-983-2901, 888- ing PolIoY to qualify.
weeldy payments avail. 274-2018
TRUCK AMERICA
Its yours NOW- Call 1- vnirw.nursealdetraineig- TRAINING 866-244800-818-2643
centercom
3644
HELP WANTED
INSTRUCTIONAL
•PTL 0TH Drivers.
New Pay Package!
'Able To Travel. Hiring *Attend College Online
Great
Miles! Up to
8 people. No
from Home!'Medical
48cpm. 12 months
Experience Necessary. 'Business 'Paralegal
experience required.
Transportation &
-Accounting 'Criminal
Lodging Furnished.
Justice. Job placement No Felony or DUI past
5 years. 677-740-6262.
Paid Training. Work &
assistance. Computer
vninv.ptl-inc.com
Travel Entire USA.
available. Financial aid
Start Today! vronv.proit quellfied. Call 886teitchemicalcom 321868-2121
oiloss Offsrsil
442-3257.
vnvw.GanturaOnlino.co

'Roofing 'Flooring
"Decks *All Horne
Improvements

(270)9784111
10'1

`,5

lit

Ili f4

75 i 1i()11 7

HANDYMAN
Do you need help? I do
painting, concrete, carpentry, and masonry
work. Home: 731-2475359 or Cell 731-2345933

I(
!

OM HOUSE
CLEANING saiwicE
The deepest dean
around, Cad tor
tree estimele

r.1 sr Al 1 1
f 1 • 1 S 1.1 1

tileCoy's
Lawn Servioe
Quality work at
a great price!
'Mowing *Irimming
'Yard Clean-up
'Free Estimates'
(270)2934604
, II

(515)594-5299
(270)9704733

11 . II I

[
HOUSE HUSBAND
HANDYMAN

753-9562

2213

'HOST FAMILIES for
Foreign Exchange
Students, ages 15-18,
have own spending
money/ insurance. Cal
now for students arriving In August! Great life
experience 1-800-SIBLING. vninv.alse.com

Heavy Equipment
Operator Training with
Employment
Assistance. To quality
you must be LAID OFF,
Collecting
Unemployment Of
exhausted benefits
AMERICAN HEAVY
EQUIPMENT TRAINING 868-280-5836

NADEAU ROOFING
al CONSTRUCTION

227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
'Remodeling
'Screened Porches
•Garages
•Water & Termite
Damage
"Dada
*Home/ Mobile Home
Repair
436-5517

24 MelPuma
Res., Corn,& Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

*Engineering
Opportunities for college grads. Elite
career. Global travel.
Paid graduate education. Great salary &
benefits. Call Mon-Fri
(800)282-1384.

,

Since 1986
DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2858.
TREEING Feist puppies 8wks. old. Great
puppies/squirrel dogs.
$75. 270-293-9966

'Electronics Paid
Training: Gain Skills.
Medical/ Dental, 30
days vacation/ yr. for
school. No exp OK. HS
Grads ages 17-34. Call
Mon-Frl (800)2821384.

'FREE tuition for

IMP

ALL Carpentry
•Remodelkig
•Additions
'Decks
*Porches
*Pole Barns
•Lamlnate Floors
'Tile
4AobNe Home-Repair
*Roof-Ovine
'Underpinning
Larry Nimmo

Hill Electric

CLASSIFIEDS

•Construction. No exp
needed. Paid training,
good salary & benefits,
vacation. $ for school.
HS grads ages 17-34
CaN Mon-Fri (800)2821384

12,990.00- Convert
your logs to valuable
lumber with your own
Norwood portable
"SALES MANAGER bend sawmill. Log
Coionial Life Nooks
siddders also available. strong agency builders
norwoodsawmills.com/ to MI two expansion
300n. Free information: positions. We seek an
1-800-578-1363- Ext
entrepreneurial spirit
300-N
with sales management experience and a
FOR RENT
proven ability to reauit
•Try vninv.kyrents.organd train new sales
a FREE service for
representatives call
renters and landlords!
Carey Thompson. 502Custom searches,
314-7835
amenities, photos. drivMEDICAL HELP
ing directions, and
WANTED
MORO

FOR SALE

I

'Nice 2 bedroom, 1 bath home and farm consisting of 14 acre
Complete with detached garage, mature shade trees and
ixtra equipment buildings.
Terms: 15% down balance in 30 days. Any house built prior to
1978 may contain lead base paint. A post inspection waiver
will be a part of the contract. Make your inspections prior to

'DIVORCE with or
without Children
$95.00. With FREE
name change documents (wile only) and
marital settlement
agreement. Fast and
easy. Call us 241irs/ 7
days: 1-888-789-0198.

• FARM 12: Wad S'24.539 • Diet 7'8.478 • Traci 8* 8.375 Acres • heel
r 11.162 Acres

•

ABSOLUTE
REAL ESTATE AUCTION

ANNOUNCEMENTS

readers with one call!
Contact the classified
department of this
newspaper or call KPS
at 1-502-223-8821 for
more Information about
placing a 25-word classified in 70 newspapers for only 8250
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Murray Ledger & Thee*

•Repairs •Decks
•Bathtube
No fobs too small!

FREE
IELTrwirrimil
ii4ii5TPLIR*111

(270)5194155
JOSEPH HONE
MASONRY
Concrete, brick rock &
stone.
210-5324
436-6211

MOON MOWING
SERVICE
Affordable lawn care

JONES
ROOFING

with negotiable
prices. Call Daniel

licensed & Insured
Free estimates

(270)970-2778

(270)293-0354
(270)753-0355

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming, removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839

\ %.1'I I \I I
I
1 5.1

hIs Is11

90 Toyota Supra
(270)438-5282
1984 Cadillac
Fleetwood, original
title, $4,500/000.
(270)978-7225
IRised Maas
1994 Chevy, 4x4
extended cab, diesel,
good shape $2,000
270-970-5611

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer, back hoe, and
track
hoe
work.
Installation and repair
on septic systems.
Now offering septic
tank pumping.
978-0404

Hanna, Tortoiseshell, one year
old, spayed, ternale

Buzz, Wirehaired Terrier mix, six
months old male

SHELTER HOURS: A4ON.411. 10 AM-4 PM • SA1. 10 AM-3 PM
Fur

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

rniart-, inlormatirsil 5 on1m

(.
Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter 't
at (270) 749-4141
a., P.
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10 years ago
Published is a picture of
Murray
Postmaster
Mark
Kennedy talking to a group of
public servants and veterans at
the Murray City Hall before
making a presentation honoring them for their service. The
plaques contained versions of
framed United States postal
stamps. The photograph was
by Staff Photographer Bernard
Kane.
Births reported include a
boy to William Michael and Serena L. Morris, May 28, and a
girl to Wade and Stephanie
Balmer, Aug. 8.
Mr. and Mrs. Clay Jones
will be married for 70 years
Aug. 29.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of
Calloway County High School
Principal Jerry Ainley talking
to Melinda Finney, student, on
the first day of school on Aug.
18, as Marilyn Willis, principal of Murray-Calloway County Vocational School, looks on.
The photo was by Staff Photographer David Tuck.
Dr. Ron Mitchell is the evangelist at the revival at Hazel
Baptist Church now in progress.
Births reported include a
boy to Andrea and Joe Stepp,
a girl to Tracey and David
Rosenkoetter and a girl to Julie
and Robert Leach, Aug. 17.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of
.the Calloway County High
School Marching Band which
won first place in Class A
Division at the Banana Festival Parade at Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Roland E.
Goodgion of Murray were married for 56 years Aug. 18.
Births reported include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Barrett, July 19; a girl to Mr.

and Mrs. Roland Alexander,
Aug. 10; a girl to Dr. and
Mrs Roben C. Smith Jr., Aug.
14.
40 year. ago
Senior Chief Boatswain's
Mate Gorman D. Brown, USN,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
C. Brown of Hazel, is serving
with the United States Navy
at the Subic Bay Base in the
Philippines.
Rev. Samuel Dodson. pastor of Murray First United
Methodist Church, is the speaker at the revival now in progress
at Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church.
The art works of Mrs. Yalley Harvey are now on display at the Murray Art Guild,
located at 303 Main St., Murray.
SO years ago
W.B. Moser, principal of
Murray High School, will be
the speaker at the opening program of Kirksey High School
on Aug. 24, according to M.
B. Rogers, Kirksey principal.
Ginny Weatherly and Jerry
Lee Hopkins were married Aug.
14.
Births reported at Murray
Hospital include boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Gerald Myers and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Ward.
60 years ago
A Land Reclamation Demonstration will be Aug. 24 at the
Bun Wilson farm, located on
Ky. Hwy. 121 North near Stella.
First Baptist Church will host
the Southwestern Regional Baptist Training Union Convention Aug. 25-30.
Rev. V.H. Burnett will be
the speaker at the revival at
Hazel Baptist Church starting
Aug. 21. Arthur Barber will
be in charge of the music.

COMICS/ FEATURFS
Cutting her apron strings is
painful for mother and son
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By The Amadated Pram
Today is Thursday, Aug. 20,

the 232nd day of 2009. There are
133 days left in the year.
Today's Highlirht in History:
On Aug. 20, 1968, the Soviet
Union and other Warsaw Pact
nations began invading Czechoslovakia to crush the "Prague
Spring" liberalization drive led by
Alexander Dubcek.
On this date:
In 1833, Benjamin Harrison,
23rd president of the United States,
'was born in North Bend, Ohio.
In 1866, President Andrew
Johnson formally declared the Civil
War over, months after fighting
had stopped.
In 1914, German forces occupied Brussels, Belgium. during
World War I.
In 1920, pioneering American
radio station 8MK in Dem*(later
'WWI) began daily broadcasting.

In 1940, British Prime Minister Winston Churchill paid tribute to the Royal Air Force, saying, "Never in the field of human
conflict was so much owed by
so many to so few."
In 1955, hundreds of people
were killed in anti-French rioting
in Morocco and Algeria.
In 1964, President Lyndon B.
Johnson signed the Bcortornic
Opportunity Act, t nearly SI billion anti-poverty measure.
In 1977, the U.S. launched
Voyager 2, an unmanned spacecraft carrying a 12-inch copper
phonograph record containing
greetings in dozens of languages,
samples of music and sounds of
nature.
In 1979, Diana Nyad succeeded in her third attempt at swimming from the Bahamas to Florida.
In 1989, entertainment execu-

Is PSA becoming

obsolete?

DEAR ABBY: I am a recent you! You've done it again In
high school graduate who is 2001, American Ex-Prisoners of
starting college soon. I am War got 600-plus responses to
blessed to be your printing our POW VA
part of a benefit alert in your column.
great family. You helped many former POWs
The problem and their widows get the VA
is, my moth- benefits due them.
er is TOO
As of today, your July 18,
good. She 2009, column about benefits
has always available to widows of veterbeen kind ans who died of ALS has genand loving, erated more than 2,000 e-mails
she and many letters and phone
but
Dear Mby insists
on calls! I will be plowing through
everydoing
all these c-mails for weeks to
By Abigail
thing
for come, but I'm afraid people
Van Buren
me.
will be waiting too long for
I consider myself to be inde- my responses.
pendent, but she is constantly
That's why I'm asking you
finding some way to 'help.' to please help me
again by
When I tell her I need some letting your readers
know that
space to grow, she cries. I if their veteran
husband died
love my mother dearly, but
of ALS, they should call the
bow can I convey to bar that
Department of Veterans Affairs
l'm a big boy now without
at (800) 827-1000. This will
hurting her feelings? -get them to their nearest VA
GROWN UP IN THE EAST
regional office. They should ask
DEAR GROWN UP: Your
to
speak with a service offimother appears to be suffercer
about their ALS claim for
ing from a common condition
COMPENSATION,
not penknown as 'Impending Empty
sion.
This
will
expedite
the
Nest Syndrome.* It's a form
of anxiety and depression that claim process.
Abby. thank you for reachoften hits parents when a child
ing
out to veterans with their
is about to leave home and
no longer needs the constant service-connected health issues.
parenting that has been the God is blessing many through
your unique column. -- FRED
norm for the prior 18 years.
AMERICAN
The behavior you're react- CAMPBELL,
ing to is called hovering. Your EX-P1USONERS OF WAR
DEAR FRED: I'm delightmother may be doing it because
she's savoring every last bit ed that my July 18 column
of mothering she can get in will help so many -- and I
before you fly off to ever- hope today's column will, too.
increasing independence. Please Readers, please pay attention
be patient with her because in to this *heads up" because Fred
another month you'll be out is swamped!
of there and she will be starling to adapt.
DEAR ABBY: God bless

int or
monis and
ment hirqualify.
:RICA
68-244-
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a 72year-old male. I've been going to
a urologist for almost six years
to have my prostate checked. He's
never found anything wrong. I
had a biopsy two years ago that
was negative. Now he wants to
do another. Six months ago, my
PSA was 6.3.
A month later,
for the first
time, I gave
a urine specimen. That
PSA
came
back 153. Do
I need a second opinion?

Dr. Gott

DEAR
READER:

Lab
values
vary
from
By
hospital
to
Dr. Peter Gott hospital.
When
it
comes to a PSA blood test, the
normal range is between 0 and 4
at my local facility. The normal
level may rise as men age. You
are slightly high at 6.3; however, the PSA scrum level has a
number of drawbacks. Elevations
can occur in some men because
of benign conditions. Perhaps that
was the case two years ago.
A urine biomarker test appears
more accurate for early detection
of prostate cancer and may reduce
the number of biopsies currently
being performed. At this stage, it
appears a urine biornarker combination may be used to supplement the PSA. It is anticipated
this test or one similar will replace
the PSA completely in the near
future, but more research is needed first. In fact, the Feb. I, 2008
issue of Cancer Research indicated the time test has out-performed the PSA and prostate cancer antigen 3 (PCA3), a meter
for early psostaae-cancer diagnosis. Studies are ongoing, and the
research results spear proansing.

Early detection of any disease —
especially cancer — allows for
faster treatment and possible era&
ication. I'll keep readers pooled
on developments.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have
problems with mild dizzy spells
that make me rather unsteady a/
times. I thought I would consult
you for a possible solution. I hire
great respect for your mower(
and will look forward to a response;
DEAR READER: Thank yo4
for the compliment. I wish your
letter were slightly longer and
included such things as your age,,
medical conditions and what, med..
ications you are taking. Wiihoui
such knowledge. I am shooting
in the dark.
•
I will provide a general answer,
but am going on a hunch you
are a senior citizen.
Knowing whether you gri
describing lightheadedness or vertigo will help answer a monbei
of questions. Lightheadedness can
best be described as the feeling
that you are about to faint: You
might feel nauseated and vomit
during an episode. Lightheaded
nen often disappears or improves
when a person lies down.-Tins
may be caused by a hanntifs
drop in blood pressure that-Piton
occurs when a person staii4i 3ip
from a sitting or lying
too quickly. It can also be
on by stress, anxiety, heart
miss, allergies, and more.''
Vertigo feels as if yp;sipd
your surroundings are .
aigo4ne
when they aren't. This witiire
accompanied by a loss of !stoic*
and difficulty standing or- aealt.
ing. It can be brought on by such
things as an inner-ear disorder,
insufficient blood flow to the base
of the brain and migraine
headaches.
Chimes in medication, drug
excesses or interactions and ilk*
hot we common causes of bog'
conditions.
S
.
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Friday,Aug.21,21/09:
This year. you juggle many diftive Jose Menendez and his wife, ferent. concerns. You alternate
Kitty, were shot to death in their between being overly serious
Beverly Hills, Calif., mansion by and being direct and clear. Be
their sons, Lyle and Erik. Fifty- smart -- confirm meetings and
one people died when a pleasure
messages, and be willing not to
boat sank in the River Thames stand on ceremony, as misunin London after colliding with a derstandings happen with ease.
dredger. British conservationist Learn new ways to communiGeorge Adamson, 83, was shot
cate, in order to prevent flubandkltkd.by bandits in.Kenri.
yob are single, you mdg
• "01111,495101— age In
with ease; hoWeVer, relaunusual move. the CIA
=
security clearances for former tionships might not be as stable,
Director John Deutch for keeping especially regarding the process
secret files on an unsecured home of forming one. If you are
computer. Three Japanese banks attached, accept and respect
announced a broad alliance plan. your differences. Remember, all
(The merger resulted in creation fighting is about separating.
of the Mizuho Financial Group.) Value that you are with the one
Five years ago: Democrats
you love. VIRGO can test your
labored to deflect attacks on John
Kerry's war record with flesh tel- patience.

could take your creativity to a Consider asking off for tha: •
bypass. Remember, often what Take a WSW
. • ". •
someone says has very Pills to SCORPIO(Or.23-Illov. 21).
do with his or her true intent A ***** Zero in on abetlob
child or loved one could be want. if a person miens* your
unusually touctry.
intent, you could be in fof pop*
011A11111(Illay 21-June 20)
uproar. A wise move wouldtla to
**** Wm might stumble or disclose your thought prom"
feet betrayed. Stop and ask before making a decision or
yourself how you might have aoSon..
caused yourself this problem. SAGITTARIUS Mow 22-Osp.
You we • part of whet tw- **** You might mere
inned. What trevuld you
a developing Musson..
know It'10
.1221,..
from
and
Listen to neVit
prevent a potential snafu in the CAPRICORN1n the pest
morning. Keep your chin up and
(Dec 22-Jan. 19)
stay on top of your game. ***** Detach if problenis
Screen your cells in order to get keep tumbling Into your left
your work done.
MisunderstendIngs seem to tie
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22)
running rampant Know that yqu
*** You could be stunned by need to confirm meetings and
sudden events and choices. You what you hear in conversationi.
could wonder why you are in AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 110:
your current position, as sudden **** You might feel .as :if
evision ads touting his fitness for
Wilinta
impact you. You could be someone is pushing you wit
The Stars Show the Kind at
national command.
overly serious and drawn. and had to get his or her wily.
Day WWI Have: 5-Dynamic; Lighten up and
remain upbeat.
Invite a partner or associate to
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
(Aug.23-Sept. 22)
find a mutually acceptable roseI-Difficult
***** A new beginning Irian. Unfortunately, that might
becomes possible. Rethink a look Ike you going along with
TECA140.1,0, 901rT
MIES Wendt 21-April 19)
decision, zeroing in on the this person's ideal
11411. Fat
**** Play a easy and retired. source of confusion. Could a PISCES(Feb. 19-Iderch 20)
4411:0 ieiFOUIJO,,, Communication wings In In a partner be vested in creating **** You could be juggtiog
crazy, unanticipated manner. uproar?
different concerns, and irrame
%I'
RIR
The unexpected could cost you. USRA(Sept 23-Oct 22)
way, you could feel
tatT106
?
Slow down and get talks back on *** Know when to duck out by a negative partner. You
track.
and accomplish what you want. want to rethink a sltualion:If.
TAURUS(Aprd 20-Way 20)
Sometimes, by vanishing, others cannot brindle what is hi?!!)***** A misunderstanding are able to appreciate you more. Mg.
••
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ACROSS
1 Big rigs' radios
4 San Francisco

I 1 I II

I'S
Him

7 Laser omission
11 Powl
12 Swimsuit piece
13 Jot routs
14 Moon ring
15 Paramedic's
skill
16 Uttered
17 Rolex rival
19 Medicinal plants
21 IRS month
22 Electric fan part
24 By what means
27 Novelist —
Paton
28 Bar mixer
29 Geographical
feature
32 On cloud nine
34 Famed office
35 Siberian river
38 Was in charge
of
37 Crews

1 1 14

IN f\J I S 1

(STO

WMAT
Dip YOU
P FOR?!

liresPds

11A/

39 Dinner check
42 Roof problems
44 Powerful
46 Jacques';Tin.
48 Chum
50 Rangy
51 Bug repellent
52 Freedom,
in slogans
53 LEM lender
54 Courtesy env.
55 Fabric meas.
58 Put away
DOWN
1 Trophy winner
2 Harvest
machine
3 Haze plus
4 Brokaw's
network
5 Little — Annie
6 Divulged
7 Shapeless
mess

8 Hearing
distance
9 Miscellany

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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8-2002009 Untied Faidure Syndicate, Inc
10 "Alice diner
owner
11 Not so had
18 Equal to the
task
20 Scale note

MAIM Mini MOM
di=
MIIMM
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MOM MEd=
MINI MAE= Mad
dIMME AMMO
daMMOM AO.=
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MAIM ddill
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23 Install tile
25 Kind of poem
26 Crumple up
27 Every
29'My gar
of song
29 TV knob
30 Gladiator's
hello
31 Edinburgh
boys
32 Ural of work
33 Most recent
35 Not mentioned
37 Dog tag wear38 Try for a lob
39 Small gift
40 Degrade
41 — 6de
43 Nerve network
45 Arm bone
46 Web site clutter
47 Drop — -line
49 Units of wt
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Playhouse holding
auditions for 'Jekyll
& Hyde' musical

New
JMAM
exhibit
shows off
local art

• Playhouse in the Park announces auditions for their next production, "Jekyll & Hyde The Musical," by Leslie Bricusse and Frank
Wildhom. Based on Rata Louis Stevenson's classic tale of the
conflict of good versus evil, "Jekyll & Hyde The Musical" brings
Victorian England to life with moving music that perfectly interprets
the struggle. The show will be presented Oct. 16 to Nov. I. The
director is Lisa Cope and Stephen Keene is musical director.
Auditions will be held Monday and Tuesday, Aug. 24 and 25,
from 6 p.m. at Playhouse in the Park. Those planning to audition
should prepare one minute of.Broadway show tune(preferably not
from ."Jekyll & Hyde")and will be asked to do cold readings from
the'script. Callbacks, if needed, will be Wednesday, Aug. 26. Those
auditioning should be at least 17 years old. There are also several
parts for older adults.
For further information, call Playhouse at 759-1752 or visit the
weblike, playhouseinthepark.net.

Oscar-nominated actor
comes to Paducah's
Market House brings back Sanders family
Carson Center as Twain

Photo provided

The cut of "Smoke on the Mountain Hcxnecomincr pose for the promotional poster.

PADUCAH, Ky. — Opening
Sept. 3, Market House Theatre
,patients . "Smoke on the
Mountain Homecoming." conceived by Alan Bailey and written by Connie Ray, with music
arrangements by Mike Craven.
k's October of 1945, the war
is over, and America's years of

ice, as the Sanders keep everyone laughing, humming, and
toe-tapping as they sing and play
25 bluegrass-gospel favorites
and share their stories of faith,
which are both hilarious and
touching. Audiences of all ages
and faiths connect strongly with
the message of faith, family and
forgiveness that rings clear from
this honest, loving, and delightfully-human Southern family.
Reprising the role of Burl
Sanders from "Smoke on the
Mountain" is Joe Hansen, pastor
of Trinity United Methodist
Church and First United
Methodist Church of Mayfield.
Returning as Vera from "Smoke
on the Mountain" and Sanders
Family Christmas is Melanie
Koch, a surgical nurse at
Lourdes
Hospital. Chuck
Wilkins of the Kentucky
Revenue Cabinet will ply
Uncle Stanley, with Fowler
Black
of
the
Paducsh
Convention and Visitors Bureau
as the Rev. Mervin Oglethorpe.

prosperity are just beginning.
The gospel-singing Sanders
family is boa at Mt. Meow

Baptist Church, where the Rev.
Mervin Oglethorpe is giving his
last service. Having been called
to preach in Texas, he's already
bought a 10-gallon hat and is
preparing to ride into the sunset
with his wife June, who is eight
months pregnant. June's brother
Dennis,just home from the war,
will take over as the congregation's pastor the next morning.
Twin sister Denise, parents Burl
and Vers., and the wayward
tIpcle S4nley have come to
town to help send off the young
couple.
No falling asleep in this serv-.

PADUCAH, Ky. — In "Mark White
Way
that earned
Wain lbnight!," award-win- Holbrook a They Award for Best
ning actor Hal Holbrook Actor in a Play in 1966.
breathes life into the legendary
Now nearly 50 years later,
author in one of the most suc- Hal Holbrook in "Mark Twain
cessful one-man shows • in "%night!" continues to
enthrall
American Theatre history. audiences.
Hal Holbrook perkidutith audiences will have the fectly merges man and material,
-diante to witness the historic using Twain's own
words and
performance when "Mark Twain
wry wit to comment on contemTonight!" comes to the Casron
porary American culture.
cener for one performance
During the course of his oneOnly: Friday, Sept. 25 at 7:30
man show. Holbrook reads
p.m.
, The idea for "Mark Wain excerpts from some of Twain's
Tcatight!" originated from a most famous works, and offers
characterization that was part of the author's point of view on
Holbrook's college honors proj- subjects ranging from prejudice,
ect. His first solo performance politics, religion and human hisas Mark Twain began in 1954 at tory. As Holbrook states,"What
a nightclub in Greenwich ['Begun] had to say over a hunVillage. He first gained national dred years ago is more powerful
television exposure after being today."
spotted at one of his performTickets can be purchased at
ances by Ed Sullivan. This led to the Carson Center box office
an off-Broadway run followed (270-450-4444), or online at
by an engagement at the Great www.thecarsoncenter.org.

I

•Playhouse in the Park pros• ants "Deady Departed' Friday
and Saturday at 7 p.m. and
Sunday at 2:30 p.m. and continues next weekend. For tickets,
vnvw.playhouseinthepark.net.
• Murray State University's
Cinema International series will
kick oft its new season with the
Oscar
winner
"Siumdog
Millionaire" at 7:30 p.m. tonight

N 4.

2:30 p.m. on Sundays. There
will be an additional Saturday
matinee at 2:30 p.m. on Sept.
12th. Tickets are available in the

box office Tuesday through
Friday from 12 to 5 p.m. or
online atww.minplay.com.

reused, and recycled materials.
The exhibit is not a competition,
and artists were charged no
entry fee.
"Even though the number of
entries is light, this exhibit is fun
thought-provoking,"
and
remarked
IMAM
Board
President Bryan Blaylock.
"Seeing this art may inspire
someone to think twice before
throwing something away."
ReCreation opens Aug. 14
and runs through Oct. 4. Due to
scheduling conflicts, no opening
reception is planned.
The Janice Mason Art
Museum is open Tuesdays
throb Saturdays from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. and Sundays from 1 to
4 p.m. Evening hours can be
arranged for group tours.
Admission is free; donations are

greatly apptecisted.
The Kentucky Arts Council,
the state arts agency, supports
the Janice Mason Art Museum
with state tax dollars and federal
funding from the National
13ndowmesit for the Ans, which
believes that a great nation
deserves great art

A
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CARSON CENTER

MS in MO ill.111
• Jennifer Fox and the
Pillowfighters will play tonight
(Thursday) at the Big Apple
Cafe. Bawn in the Mash willl play
Saturday,
The
Campbell
Brothers and Friends from the
Kentucky Opry
will play
Tuesday, Guerilla Poetry will
play Wednesday and MUff
Vegas Allstars will play next
Thiirsday, Aug. 20. Music starts
at9 p.m. There is a cover charge
isnd weekend shows are limited
to ages 21 and older.

I

MHT veterans Wilkins and
Black were last seen in "The
Wizard of Oz" as Lion and
Scarecrow, respectively. Lone
Oak High School graduate
1Cirsten Sturm returns as June
Oglethorpe, who signs(creatively) for the deaf. Twins Dennis
and Denise will be played by
Paducah Tilghman High School
senior Jacob Wald and homeschooled senior McKinleigh
Abraham. Michael Cock=
directs, with Lisa HumphreyWynn as assistant director and
Cindy Miller as music director.
"Smoke on the Mountain
Homecoming" will run Sept. 3
to 20 at 7:30 p.m., Thursday
through Saturday nights and

CADIZ,Ky. — When a sched,
uled exhibit had to be postponed, the Janice Mason Art
Museum seized the opportunity
to expand on an idea by a casual
visitor who often peruses the
antique shops in Cadiz for materials for his an — useful and
unique items made from things
that had framer lives and purposes. ReCreation evolved as an
exhibit made from repurposed,

270.450.4444

'
(Thursday).

Friday
and
Saturday in the Currie Center
Theater. Woody Alien's "Vicky
Christina Barcelona," with an
Oscar-winning
performance
from Penelope Cruz, wilt play
next week at the same times.

•The Maiden Alley Cinema in
downtown Paducah will show
the documentary 'Food Inc.'
Aug. 21-27 and the 1980 classic
"Blues Brother" itiesday as part
of the "Guys Night our fundraiser series. For more details, visit
www.maidenalleycinema org.
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•DraffenvNle's Kentucky Opry
presents the "Stars of Tomorrow
Show" at 8 p.m. Friday and Eric
Homer at 8 p.m. Saturday. For
tickets, cell(270)527-3869 or 1888-459-8704.
To add an event to the arts
calendar, contact Hawkins
Teague
753-1916 or
at
hteagueflmurrayledgercorn
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